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FRIENDSHIP COUPLE WED 60 YEARS

RUSSELL A. TYLER INDICTED BY
CUMBERLAND GRAND JURY FOR THE

I OWLS HEAD CLAM FLATS TO OPEN
FRIDAY BY U.S.P.H.S. ORDER; TOWN

‘ Tyler is presently in Augusta
8tate Hospital under mental ob
servation on order of Superior
Court Justice Charles A. Pomeroy.
He was confined at the request ot
his attorney, Christopher Roberts
of Rockland.
Roberta indicated at the prelimi
nary hearing in Portland Municipal
Court December 30 that he would
enter a plea of. not guilty by rea
son of insanity, on behalf of his
client when he came to trial in
Superior Court.
An incident which took place the
evening of Sunday, D,c. 29. in the
South Portland apartment ot Mr.
and Mrs. Robert T. Paul led three
hours later to the wounding of the
Portland Police Officer in the left
hip.
The Pauls arc both former Rocklanders, Mrs. Paul being th" form
er Jacquelyn Snow.
They returned to their apartment
shortly after 6 p. m. to be con
fronted upon entering by Tyler who
held them at gunpoint. Tyler was
a classmate of Mrs. Snow in Rocklahd High in the Class of 1952 and
was an honor student.
He made no attempt to molest
Mrs. Paul, to whom he had been
writing unwelcome letters the past
two years, but walked het husband
fiom the apartment to start a three
hour hike Into the business dis
trict of Portland.
South Portland and Portland

Police searched for the two men
while Mrs. Paul and their two year
old daughter, Valerie Jane, were
sheltered in a neighbor's 'apart
ment.
For some unknown reason, Tyler
permitted his prisoner to phone
his wife to let her know he was all
right. During the phone call. Paul
was able to convey information to
his wife as to his location at that
moment.
Portland Police Officers in a
cruiser car spotted the two men on
Congiess Street near the head of
Forest Avenue just befor e 9.15 p. m.
They waited until Tyler had walked
Paul (Sown Forest Avenue to near
the Jackson School.
As the officers attempted to sub(hie Tyler Patrolman Coyne was
wounded.
Portland Police report that Tyler
told them he had been infatuated
with Mrs. Paul since he was 13.
Mrs. Paul related to her parents
that while she knew Tyler in high
school, he seldom spoke. It wasn't
until two years ago when a series
of letiters from him started to ar
rive at intervals at the Paul home
that she was aware of his interest.
No charges have been brought
against Tyler to date for the gun
point kidnapping of Paul and the
holding him prisoner for three
hours.
Neither have there been
charges of entering the Paul apar tm<nt while the couple and' their
child were away.

Maine Dentists To
Meet At Samoset

The executive committee of the
Maine Dental Society met at Au
gusta on Saturday and decided to
hold the society’s annual meet
ing on June 19. 20 and 21 at the
Samoset Hotel in Rockland.
The
10 member committee
PUBLIC SUPPER
made tentative plans for the sum
ST. BERNARD'S CHURCH HALL mer session. Although the final
Saturday, Jan. 2S-5 to 7 p. m. details will not be known until
HAM, BEANS, SALADS and FIE after the executive committee
Benefit K. of C. Equipment
meets in March it is expected
Fund For Ne*w Kilchen
that they will follow’ the pattern
6-11

Mr. and Mrs. ( buries D. Murphy of Friendship who will observe
their 60th wedding anniversary today.
i

With an Open House this after noon and a family gathering
this evening Mr. and Mrs. Charles
D. Mur phy of Friendship will ob
serve the 60th anniversary of
their wedding.
Charles Murphy and the former
Lillie M. Cook were married Jan.
14. 1898. at the East Friendship
home of her parents by Rev. Al
bert Nutter of the Methodise
Church. He is 81 while she counts
78 years, but neither show’ their
set by previous programs at the
same site.

Dr. Frank P. Gilley of Bangor,
is the chairman of the commit
tee and presided at Saturday's
meeting.

age.

The c
clam
’am flats on the south1 At the town meeting last March,
shK>re of Rockland harbor in the voters established a licensing ar
rangement for diggers who quali
Town of Owls Head are to be
fied under the special and private
opened Friday. Jan. 17. accord- i
law of the town on state statute
ing to Commissioner of Sea & books. Any resident or taxpayer
Shore Fisheries Ronald Green of may obtain a permit to dig from
Rockland.
any one of the three selectmen
Creen said Monday that the upon request.
Selectmen are
United States Public Health S- i - Frank Ross. Donald Wiley and
vice had approved the move fol- Flmer Curtis. Youths of the com
fc»wing extensive testing of the munity under 16 years of age may
clams for bacteria count found in dig without a permit.
sample hatches taken from the
Donald Lank is serving as town
fl^ts recently by coastal wardens. constable this year in the ab
The area, which extends from sence of Wendell Leadbetter who
tbp Head of the Bay to a point op is in Boston with an ill member
posite the Breakwater Light, will of his family.
regain open to digging until May
Records of the state show that
Owls Head has six state licensed
1.
The aame^flats were opened on commercial clam diggers; men
Feb. 21 last year and resulted in who depend on the digging of
ap influx of clam diggers from as clams for a living.
far away as Harpswell.
Town
Meanwhile.
Rockland
clam
la*'s restricted digging in town wholesalers are pressing the fish
flats to residents of the commun eries department for the opening
ity and those who pay taxes of the flats on the north shore of
•tb're.
Efforts to enforce the the harbor in the vicinity of the
special and private law fell on Samoset. These flats have been
Constable
Wendell
Leacfbetter closed to digging for several years
who finally had to call on coastal due to harbor pollution from city
wardens, sheriffs and state police $ewers.
for aid.
While tests have been made,
Several out of town diggers were Commissioner Green hes com
arrested and paid fines in Rock mented that any decision rests
land Municipal Court before the with the United States Public
j flats were finally left to local dig- Health Service. He noted also
: get's.
The shutdown of out of that his department acts only
towners did not come, however, upon orders of the USPHS in op
until the flats, which had been ening and closing clam flats, ard
closed 10 years, were pretty well then serves as an enforcement
agency.
stripped of clams.

Until four years ago Murphy
w’as a lobsterman. At present he
has the easier job of caretaker of
Friendship Boy’s Camp on Conch
Island, the property of John L
Duda of Brooklyn, N. Y. While
camp is in session in the summers
Murphy acts as sailing master
and instructor in nautical sub
jects. Both Murphys are mem
bers of the Friendship Advent
j
Church.
I
They have two children. Mrs.
;
Dwight Stanley of Monhegan
Island and Everett A. Murphy of
I
Friendship.
Four grandchildren,
two of each sex, and four great
grandchildren, also two girls and
'
two boys, adore them.

SIMMONS
“OFF-SEASON”
SALE!

I

COURIER SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
TO COVER BOTH BASKETBALL AND

BASEBALL SEASONS THIS YEAR
At a meeting in The Courier- which will be around the first
Gazette office Sunday afternoon. week in March.
the
representatives from four
The directors will again submit
high schools in Knox County de- their selections at the end of the
cided to extend The Courier- Gaz baseball season, sometime around
ette Sportsmanship Award to ir. the first week of June. The judges
elude the baseball as well as the will then choose the school that
basketball season.

William Rochon of Union High
School. Lawrence Plummer. Rock
land High School. Dana Smith. St.
George and Richard Goodridg°.
Rockport High School, voted to
include the two eports this year
instead of just basketball season
as was the case last year when
the award was first presented to
Union High School.

The award will go to one of the
If) high schools in Knox County.
Rockland.
Appleton.
Camden.
North Haven. Rockport. Thomas
ton, Union, Vinalhaven. Warren
and St. George, that displays the
best sportsmanship in the teams,
cheerleaders, coaches and specta
tor*.
Since St. George High
School does not have a basketball
team, due to inadequate facilities,
jirrrt their baseball team will be
judged.
As was the case last year, each
athletic director will cast his
selection for the first, second and
third place slots and submit them
to the final selection committee at
the end of the basketball season

We said "Yes" when Simmons Company wired us:
"To keep our thousands of trained craftsmen busy
and maintain top factory production normally slow
in November and December, we are drastically
cutting prices to preferred dealers on our Slumber
Time ond Super Sleep-Guard mattresses. If you
want biggest mattress bargains of year for your cus
tomers* wire ot once for new low prices ond plan
Off-Seoson Sole."

I

STASIS THURSDAY

BIG VALUE FOR THRIFTY S

J
I
I
I
I
I

Engineered for yeorj of comfort and wear.
Only Simmons production con make this mat
tress at this low price. Hundreds of firm,
resilient springs. Sturdy pre-built border. Blue
Haze striped cover.

I
I
iKNOX!
CO OPERATING STORE

months

SWEET CORN CANNERS OF MAINE
ASSURED PRODUCT WILL RECEIVE

displayed the best principles of
good sportsmanship for the two
sports.

The judges will be a representa
tive from The Courier- Gazette.
Portland Pres» Herald, Bangor
Daily News and WRKD. Charles
Wotton of Owls Head, the State
basketball
commissioner,
will
again be asked to serve as one of
the final judges.
The four representatives also
decided to change last year’s
colors of maroon and black on
the 48 by 60 inch banner to an
other combination to be decided
upon by the judges.
Several suggestions were raised
at the meeting as to the possible
new colors, such as having the
banner in the winning school’s
color or a combination.

e Owners of 15 sweet corn canning
planhts in Maine and three in Ver
mont made an appeal to whole
salers and distributors Thursday in
Boston to stock their product on
their shelves.

The meeting was arranged by tihe
Maine Sweet Corn Canners Asso
ciation and was attended by agri
cultural department officials of
Maine and Vermont and those of
the New England Council, as well
Present, and assisting in advan as representatives of 20 grocery
cing the cause of the canners of wholesale firms and chain store
the two states were Governor systems.
Muakie and Governor Johnson of
Vermont. Leading the move for Truck Crash In
increased promotion of canned
«4weet com from the two states was Dutch Neck Friday
Frederic Bird of Rockland, one of
the officials of the Medomak Can Cost $2,000
ning Company which has plants in
State Police report an accident
Winslows Mills and New Sharon,
to a lumber truck that happened
and offices in Rockland.
late Friday afternoon on Route 132
Back in Rockland Friday. Bird near Dutch Neck in Lincoln Coun
explained that the sweet corn pack ty.
ing industry in Maine and Ver
According to Trooper Carey
mont had an exceptionally low pro
Thing, who investigated the acci
duction year in 1S56. As a result,
dent, a truck owned iby John Falkdistributors and wholesalers had to
ingham of Belfast and operated by
look elsewhere to fill their orders.
Robert Miller, 26. of the same
When the 1957 pack was in. wihich place, .skidd'd on a patch of ice
was a bumper one. the distributors while going west on the Dutch
and wholesalers seemingly forgot Neck toad, left rhe road and went
their former sources in the two down the embankment. hitting and
states and bought for the second breaking off a nearby hemlock tree.
year from the new sources used
The tree fell across the cab of
when the Maine and Vermont sup the truck, demolishing it.
The
ply was short.
load of lumber, and the l>ody of
The two states packed 698,000 the truck became separated from
cases of 24 No. 30Q. or one pound the cab.
cans, this year. With possible
Damage to the vehicle was essales outside the New England timated at $2,000. The driver was
area. th< canners have remaining not injured.
568.000 cases which they are seek
ing to move to retailers’ shelves
and1 into the consumer's shopping Georges Valley
bag before the next crop is ready School Discussion
for packing in the fall of '58.
Chain store officials and inde Set For Thursday
pendent distributors agreed Thurs
Another in a series of meetings
day to take the Maine and Vermont
pr oduct and stage sipec.al sales pro of the proposed Georges Valley
School Administrative Djtrict will
motion to move the pack.
The situation hits close to home be held Thursday evening at
as far as this area is concerned Thompson Memorial Building in
for seven of the 15 plants in the Union. The meeting is scheduled
state packing corn are located to start promptly at 8 o’clock with
here. They include Medomak Can the various sub-committees meet
ning Company's planhts at Win ing at 7.30. William Speii of Wash
slow's Mills and New Sharon; Mon ington, chairman, will preside.
The principal item on the promouth Canning Company’s plants
at Union, Liberty and_ Freedom; gram will be a panel discussion
and Black and Gay’s plants at with school officials and interested
citizens of the various surrounding
Brooks and Thomaston.
Approximately 859 acres are towns pattlcipating.
All interested persons are invited
planted in corn by some 60 farmers
each year to supply the local and urged to attend this meeting,
plants. Ar. estimated 450 persons either to listen or to take part in
are given seasonal work in the the discussion, and mutually ex
plants for from three and one-half plore the possibility of an area
to four weeks in caring for the school administrative district in the
north county area.
pack.
The total pack of sweet corn in
the seve^i plants is approximately
APPLIANCES
175.000 cases each year.
"Our Specialty"
Most of the plants pack other
vegetables such as beans, squash
R. F. BLAISDEU A CO.
and pumpkin, and blueberries dur
ROCKPORT, MAINE
ing the harvest season of several
4-25
weeks.

Camden Lions

Hear Proposals For
Highway Safety
Dr. Richard Jennings, speaking
before the Camden Lions Club
last week, cited highway accidents
as the third greatest killer in the
nation today.
He placed heart
diseases and cancer first and
second on the list.
Speeding and drinking were
pointed out as the major causes
of highway accidents and result
ing fatalities and injuries.

He stressed that a driver did
not have to be drunk to be a
menace—merely have been drink
ing.
Minor causes of accidents were
hsted as highway hazards, physi
cal shortcomings and vehicles not
properly maintained.
He advocated a physical exam’nation for all persons applying
for a driver's license. Also, that
the examination be repeated when
the driver reaches age 50. and at
intervals beyond that age.
Compulsory driver education in
high schools was advocated by
. him with completion of the cour se
j being a requirement for graduai tion.

BETTER QUALITY-RIGGER SAVINGS
Second only to Iho wonderful Beautyrest mat

tress. 312 firm springs precision-joined with

KNOX COUNTY SEVENTH ANNUAL FINNISH-AMERICAN

Auto-Lock construction. Pre-built crush-proof
border. All felt upholstery. Elegant gold and

POLIO DANCE

prey cover.

Saturday, Jan. 18 - 8 to 12 p. m.

Meredith Furniture Company
313 Main Street

Volume 113, Number 6

$7.60 per year

8*. .w eu

SPECIAL SALES PROMOTION

LAW EXCLUDES NON-RESIDENTS

WOUNDING OF PORTLAND OFFICER
Russell A. Tyler. 24. or 92 Cam
den Stieet. Rockland, was indicted
Friday by the grand Jury of the
Cumberland County Superior Court
in Portland.
■»
The indictment charges him with
assault with intent to kill, and ag
gravated assault on the person of
Portland Police OSflcer Joseph A.
Coyne in Portland the evening of!
December 29.

EIGHT PAGES—10c COPT

Tuesbot
Issue '

Tel. 1425

Rockland, Maine

Rockland Community Building

DONATION 75c

DOOR PRIZES

TIME OE SHOWS:

Finnish Coffee Breed and Coffee

DANCE THAT OTHERS MAY WALK
te

Weekdays. Matinee 1.30; Evening A15-1.52
Saturday, loot. l
Sunday, Coat. S.W-5.37-AM
PRICES FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT
Matinee Mr — Evening 51.25. 1 hildren At AU Tinea. 20c

5-0
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Union Boys and

DALMATION PUP FIRE DEPT. MASCOT

On Bristol Squads
The Union High varsity and the

girl’s team kept in thv winning
column over the weekend in their

contests in the Medomak Valley

League, both teams winning from

EDITORIAL

Bristol Friday night and continu
ing undefeated in five league
starts for each team.
Union led all the way. defeating
Bristol by a score ol 49-35. Union's
center. Hanley, was high scorer
for his team with 17 points. Ac
*7
cording to Coach Bill Rochon the
surprise of the evening was fur
nished by his reserve left forward.
Kirkpatrick, who scored 12 points
in a little more then half of the
game.
For Bristol. Simmons, r. f..
tsllied 21 points, making him top
scorer of the game.
In the opener Union High girls
defeated their Bristol opponents
by a score of 39-28.
Union (49)
Lf. Hilt 1 <2-: Kirkpatrick 5 (2);
rf. Morine 4 (1>; c. Hanley 7 (3);
lg. Walker 1 (1); rg. Knight 2;
Austin.
Bristol (35)
Lf. Pendleton 3 (2); T. Chas- ;
S'
rf. Simmons 7 (7>; c. W. Chase
3; lg. Weeks; rg. D. Chase. Tib I
Photo by Barde
betts.
Fireman Walter Boland po«»es the department’s newest recruit, an
Union
12 25 34 49
as yet unnamed Dalmatian puppy which has become in a few days the
Bristol
9 14 23 35 darling of the fire laddies.
Officials:
Mooney,
Redman.
The Rockland Fire Department i for him to find a place in the afTime 4-8's.
acquired a new recruit Saturday.' lections of the gang at the fire*
Just what his name will be is not station. Until now he has not
Sea Explorers
as vet known. He is still too been named nor has he as yet
young to have learned to answer learned which call over the com
Cancel Basketball
munications system belongs to
to any particular call.
Thorugh the courtesy of Mis. him. But he is young and will
A group of Sea Explorers dem
Gloria Swartz of Thomaston a soon learn.
In the meantime
onstrated a formal opening cere
mony at the Scout leaders round three months old Dalmatian puppy i there is considerable activity on
table held at the Federated has been presented to the local ! Spring street to teach him man- ;
Church in Thomaston Thursday firemen and it did not take long ners.

111

night.
Members from th* Red Jacket
taking part in the demonstration
were: Steve Douglas. John Daily.
Ceorge Black. Gustave Carlsen.
Jon Ladd. Earl Dodge, Ronald
Thompson. Dan Thompson and
William Keefe.
Due to the tight program at the
Community Building and the
Rockland High School gym. the
Sea Explorers have had to give
Up their basketball program this
year.
Plans are being made for a
winter camping expedition.

Clothing

Sale
138
OUTERCOATS
Iriginall.**
3.75 to l.j.lMI. NOW

$29.95

Originally
7.9# to 55.00. NOW
Iri finally
0.0)1 to 6.0 50. NOW

$39.95

MUSTANGS TOP BOOTHBAY REGION;

WISCASSET WHIPS THOMASTON TO

MAKE THREE-WAY TIE IN K-L LEAGUE
The Camden Mustangs staked out job on Thomaston's Clippers to
their right to toe counted when the make first place in Knox-Lincoln
play a three way tie. Each team
tqp teams of the Kr.ox-Lincoln
■ has lost one and won five so far |
League are named as they whipped this season in league play.
the high riding Boothbay Region
Th«- Camden girls forced the

squad 58-46 in Boothibays Porter Boothbay lassies into overtime be
Memorial gym Friday night.
fore they dropped a 32-28 contest (
H -b Litchfield ied th< Mustang
scoring with 20 points through the which left Boothbay in undisputed
twine. 18 from nine floor shots and i possession of the league title at the ,
two from the foul line. Backing i moment.
him strongly were Dick Mitchel: | A* Wiscasset, the Thomaston girls
with 15 with five shots from the lost a heartbreaker 42-41 to the j
floor and five from the foul line home town squad after- an overtime
swishing through: Roy B* nnett's 11 period. Lorraine Beaudry racked'
and Walt Drinkwater’s 10 added to up 32 cf h* r squad s points to stand
Boothibay’s woes. Smullen dr opped out as the leading player of the ,
in one to make the total.
close contest.
While Camden’s hard playing
and shar p shooting cr ew were gain TENANT'S HARBOR
ing a spot in the sun by cracking
• St. Georg* PTA will meet Thurs
Champion Boothibay’s 18 win rec
day evening at 7.30 at the Elemenord. Wiscasset was doing a 67 to 38
i tary School. The home e-concmics 1
I teacher. Mrs. Lucile Gledhill will
Ellsworth Hit
I presen• "Trends In Hem* Ecor.om| its—Statewise and Local”.

$49.95 Tigers With 78-51
Loss Friday Night
137 SUITS

Originall.t

$29.95

35.00 to 17.50. XOM

Originally
55.00 to ttt.OO. XOM
Originally
65.00 to 69.50. XOM

$39.95

$49.95

38 SPORT COATS
Originally

$19.95

25.1*1 to 30.50. XOM

ALL GARMENTS FROM
OUR REGULAR STOCK

-■fCt
« O f K I A N I)
m ainf

410 MAIN STREET
TEI,. 2M

The Tigers of Rockland High
-•fayed with Ellsworth pretty w< 11
for the first period in a game at
Ellsworth
Friday
night.
but
slipped astern as the Hancock
County team put on the pressure
the next three periods.
At the end of the first period,
the L:me City crew trailed by six
points. 17-11. At half time. Ells
worth had widened the margin to
40-20 and strung it out to 59-28 as
the final period opened which 1 d
down to the windup score of 78-51.
Glover and Coakley made a
valiant effort to keep the Rockianders in the game with the E11-worth outfit, but the inexperienced
Tigers, also lacking the all-im
portant
height.
just
couldn’t
match their hard driving .oppon
ents. The loss was the eighth of
the season for the Tigers who
have made some good showings
in tasting defeat.

FOv

Still a

nal Chur
nesday

Good Stock of

Skates, Skis
and Ski Boots
Mon's and Wmnm's FIGURE SKATES

Boys' ond Men's HOCKEY SKATES
CHILDREN'S SKATES

$10.50 to $17.95

$8.95 te S16.95

S4.95 te $1.95

NORTHLAND SKUS
BASS SKI BOOTS

$3.50
$12.95

HASKELL & CORTHELL
». MAINE

up
w

5 Coast Guard In

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publleher, John JI. Richard.on
Three Times a Week
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 10c Circulation 5273
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 187«
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897

Girls Pin Defeats

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

MY FAVORITE PRAYER
Dear Lord: give me the fortitude to endure the things
I cannot change, the perseverance to change the things I
can. and above all the wisdom to know the difference.

TWO GOOD MEN
The shades of The Count r-Gazette office were drawn at
2 o'clock on Friday afternoon and the activities of the busy
shop were hushed as much as possible out of respect for
the memory of former Mayor Edwin L. Brown. Twice in
this same week, long valued friends of The Courier-Gazette
have passed on and this newspaper rendered proper res
pect to each, for Monday witnessed the funeral services
of the late Alvra W. Gregory. This was the first time in
the long newspaper memory of the publisher that such a
situation occurred.
Mr. Brown, long one of the proprietors of Rockland Com
mercial College, distinguished artist, penman and educator,
long a friend of the publisher of this newspaper, was twice
chosen mayor of this city and had a distinguished career as
a writer and artist. The city hall flag was half staffed
I
in his honor

CAMDEN Y DRIVE GOES WELL
Good news comes from Camden where the Camden
YMCA Building Fund drive has reached a total of $100,147
under the capable leadership t^f A. Burton Stevenson.
This, the surviving of the several Y’s that formerly
existed in the county, is currently celebrating its 45th anni
versary and is still going strong. Among the othrr im
provements to result from the present rebuilding drive will
be an indoor swimming pool, the only one in Knox County.
The Camden Y exerts a great influence for good in the
up-track town and is badly in need for more facilities for
extensive services to the youth of the town which will
be made possible by the rebuilding.

WE LIVE IN A GOOD SPOT
Last week the temperature performed all sorts of gym
nastics but happily left this area on the right side of the
ledger. Florida suffered enormous damage to its citrus
crop with heavy frost in Miami and oranges frozen to the
core. There was anywhere fiom twelve to twenty-two
inches of snow in New York, especially in the Lakes area.
Nearer at home Portland's temperature was a chilly
two degrees above zero with up to twenty inches of snow
over the center of the State Old Town registered ten below
zero on no less authority than our television friend Ellis
O'Brien, yet at th. identical hour Rockland was enjoying a
balmy temperature of eighteen degrees above and the one
inch of snow which fell her- through some sort of error,
was melting every place the sun shone.
We live in a pretty good spot though candor forces us
to admit that conditions can change for the worse, this
being written Monday. January 13.

WE ARE POLISHING CUR POLITICAL WAR CLUBS
Ovrr the years w. have acquired a vast respect for
tile know-how and fact-findink ability of Peter Damborg.
political writer for the Gannett newspapers, so when we
read in his columns on Sunday that Frederick G. Payne, was
likely to make the run loi another term as U S. Senator
from Maine we promptly began sharpening all our political
weapons preparing to to batth in i fare-', * .well for Senator
Payne.
No better thing tou *1 happen to the ailing and disor
ganized Republican partv of Main* than to have Fred
Payne once mot* as it.,nt killer Senator Payne is a
political genius, a h ad* i of the top grade who attracts
loyalty and party work, is as molasses attracts flies. In
addition to that Senatoi Payne has a magnificent record
of achievement and int. igent effort in the Congress.
With the Senators i.lness behind him. and once mote
in the pink of physical condition, we are prepared to accept
Peter Damborg's prop!.* ey as gospel, and with Senatoi
Payne , nt* ring the politi oil wars again in this crucial veai
when Piesident Eisenho' i so badly needs the support of
his friends, ot which S* * atoi Payne was one of the very
first in th, political fi* <1 we feel the Republican party
can again come into its own in Main*

Search For Derelict

Boat Sunday
The keeper of White Head Light
Station reported to the Rockland
Coast Guard Base Sunday the
Army Specialist Second Class'
sighting of a derelict boat, drift
Gerard D. Burns, whose wife.
ing seaward. When noticed only
Pi-udence live» at 20 North Main
the cabin of the boat was show
Street. Rockland, is assigned to
ing.
1 the 25tih Infantry Division in
The 40 foot picket boat under
Hawaii. Specialist Burns, son of
command of Boatswain's Mate Mr. and Mrs. Erroll W. Burns. 80
Jean Dubois was dispatched to , Elm Street. Bangor, is a foi-ward
Spruce Head on Sunday after i observer in Company A of the divinoon to take charge of the dere i «ion’s 35th Infantry. He has been
lict. A four-hour search failed to in Hawaii since last August. The
reveal it.
23 year old soldier entered the
Inquiry conducted locally es Aimy in iMarch 1957 and completed
tablished that the craft -was prob basic training at Fort Benning. Ga.
ably an old abandoned small tfca*. A 1952 graduate of Rockland High
that had been lying on some beach School, he worked for Seat*. Roe
and had been floated by the ex buck and Company in Rockland be
treme high tide of Saturday fore entering the Ainny
*
• • •
night.
It is believed that the boat sank
George E. Shaw, engineman fire
upon reaching deeper water.
man USN. son of Mr and Mrs.
Thomas Shaw of 108 Old County
Alton O. Gammon, seaman. U. S
Chestnut St. Baptist Road* Rockland, on November 22 Coast Guard, son o>f Mi. and Mrs.
graduated from the Engtineman's J. Gammon of Warren, recently
School at the Naval Training Cen
Church Elects
completed 12 weeks of recruit train
ter. Great Lakes. III. During the
The annual meeting of the Chest course the students were instructed ing at the Coast Guard Training
nut Street Baptist Church in Cam on internal combustion engines and Center. Cape May. New Jersey. .
Seaman Gammon has been as
den was held Thursday, Jan. 9. shipboard auxiliary machinery.
signed to duty at the ofifice of the
* * *
A Fellowship supper preceded the
Coast Guaid Captain of the Port’s
meeting.
Sp 3c Edwin Ingraham has re
The following were elected to turned to his base at Phoenix. Md.. Ofifice. Boston, pending his trans
fer to school.
serve in 1958:
after spending the holidays with his
Deacons. Robert Cain. Willis mother. Mrs. Geneva Ingraham
conupa&s. first; and a pocket fish
Stahl.
Frank
Leonard.
Orren 668 Main Street, City.
knife, second prize.
Smart. Carl Clement and Pierce
Salmon, number 252 tackie box.
Harley. Deaconesses. Vina Stahl,
Prizes
Offered
first;
and a shotgun cleaning kit.
: Laura Smart. Frances Clement.
second.
Irene Hansen. Marion Gray. Pris- For Megunticook
Brown trout. lod holder, first;
, cilia Hart. Eva Hansen, Charlotte
and Finnish hunting knife, second.
Upham. Hallie Leonard. Ethel Fish Derby Feb. 2
Brook tiout. Model B fly tying
Cain, Mary Harley. Vera Fitzsimvise,
first; and number 4000 trout
Officials
of
the
Megunticook
Fish
| mons. Gertrude Fogg, Gertrude
Dunbar.
and Game Association announced net. second prize.

i

Trustees: Bertrand Eugley, Phil
ip York. Lawrence Hopkins. Wm.
M. Smith. Wallace Heal. Douglas
Kelley. Moderator. Douglas Kel
ley. Clerk. Lillian Herrick. As
sistant Clerk Virginia Heal.
Treasurer. Emily Jagels. Assist
ant Treasurer. Gertrude Heal, j
Registrars
Marion Green and I
Richard Moody.
Sunday School
Superintendent, Orren Smart. As
sistant S. S. Supt.. Earl Deane.
Head
Usher. Earle Marriner.
Auditor. Adele Hopkins. Advisory
Board. Louise Eugley. Marjorie
Hoffses. Josephine Jinno.

Finance Committee. Frank Leo• nard. chairman; Allton Green,
Emily Jagels, Marion Green, Rich
ard Moody, W. Murray Smith.
George Buck. Howard Henderson,
Kenneth Herrick Lucinda Water
man, Vera Fitzsimmons. Kendric
Libby. Curtis Steel Willard Brown.
Jay Jinno. Marjorie Stone.
Flower Committee. Louise Eug
ley, Chairman; Emily Jagels,
Beryle Bryant. Annie Howard.
Nema Smith. Pear! Walden, Doro
thy Hersom.

Wednesday that many prizes will
To be a diplomat a man must
be awarded at theii fourth annual have sufficient command of lan
guage to be able to say “yea” and
ice fishing deitby .February 2.
The only requirement is tha<t the "no” at the right time.

fish mukt be taken from waters
INDEX BODY WASH
within a 20 mile radius of Camden
New Servin* Offered To Motorists.
in order to enter one of the six Have your car under body washed
to prevent corrosion and rust
divisions in the contest.
ONLY
Entry blanks ifoi the event may
MARITIME GULF STATION

be obtained from any member of Cor. Talbot Ave. and Main St.
3-tf
the association.
The entry prize will be a fly rod,
reel, line and aluminum case.
The prizes are: <for pickerel, pack
i E. T. Nelson, Inc. ;
basket, first prize; number 240
tackle box. second prize; Falls City
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
minnow bucket; third; and a fly
I
COMPLETE
REPAIR SERVICF '
box, fourth.
»
First
Choice
Used Cars ’
In the while jx?roh class, hand
RO( KI.AXD:
warmer, first; and plastic hook ImL. 72#
> BT. 1, NEW COUNTY BD. <
holder, second prize.
?
104-0
Yellow’ perch class. Marble lapel

GET AHEAD WITH

A

BILL CLEAN UP

► Pay leftover seasonal bills
Music Committe* . Nellie Halt,
and reduce high monthly pay
chairman; Lillian Shaw. Richard
ments with a prompt loan here.
»
Moody, Laura Smart. Winifred Me
We /ike to say “Yes!” when you
ask for a loan. Phone for your
servey.
loan in one visit, or come in.
Missionary Committee.
Mary
Joy. chairman; Emaline Sykes,
Loans up to $2500—plus life insurance at no extra cost
j Flora Giffin. Dolls' Laliberte.
356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
Evangelism Committee. Carl Cle
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG. . Rhone: U33
Many a man as lenient to a fault ,
ment. chairman; Fred Sullivan,
OPKN SATCKIIAYS I.XTII NOOX
becaus h» firmly believe* that 1
' Rev. W. F. Barton.
Im.i mW. I. rnitmll .1 all Mr>wntiR| *n« * (mm olio mode b* moil
charity begins at home
Nominating
Committe*
one
year, Edna Ames; three years,
Richard Moody. Mary Mitchell,
■ Walter Joy, Harry Frohock, Lucie
Anderson.
Proposed Boat
Municipal Court
STARTS
Baptist Youth Fellowship OffiJudge Alfred Strout pivsid‘d Fees Opposed By
' cers for 1958 have been elected
SUNDAY!
over Monday morning - - s:*»n »f
i as foIlc«A’s: Officers for the Junior
Knox County Court Ca.-es n id Megunticook Club
High Fellowship are: President.
J
by him included:
YOUR SOCIAL
Members of the Megunticook Melvin Dorr. Ill; vice president.
Vernon Y. Leach
Rockland,
Rebecra Waterman: secretary, j
SECURITY NUMBER
I
Fish and Game Association opposed
charged with illegal passing on
John Brann; and treasurer. Wilma
the
proposed
legislation
to
have
MAY WIN
I Leonard.
The advisor is Mrs.
E'm street. Camd n. Jan. 11.
pleaded guilty and paid a fine of : icons e fees for fresh water boats 1 Wallace Heal
Officers for the
Officer Clifford Stinson of and outjboaid motors at their Senior
High
Fellowship are:
the Camden police was th* com monthly meeting January 6 at President Mary Jane Hammill;
plainant.
' vice president. Katherine York;
Handy to THEATRES •
the American Legion Hall in Cam! and secretary and treasurer Beth
SHOPPING * SUBWAYS *
d<
n.
HISTORIC SITES ■ BUSINESS DISTBICTS
Richard E. Lewis of \\ i ioro
Ann Smart. The advisor is Rev.
They did agree that some laws
was charged with1 speeding 50
Melvin H Dorr. Jr.
NOW -AIR CONOITIONFD GUtST ROOMS
miles in a 25 mi!*- zone in Thom should be passed for boats on fre«h
aston on Jan. 11 He pic-ad* d not water as a safety measure and that 1 Pitcher and Knight P* n<Ls are now i
ACCONMOBATIOMS
.-ome means of identification must
TREMONT AND
guilty, but was convicted. He ap
1 considered navigable.
fteasenobfy Priced
be established so as to determine
BOYLSTON STS.
pealed a fine*of $15 to th-* next
It waa stated that the Associa
OVEXLOOKIN6
the responsible party in fresh water
NHMHM HMBCR 14 — 00 CMAMOC
SOSTON
term of Knox County Superior
tion now has a total of 354 senioi
COMMON
accidents.
PAtKMO AVABABU
Court.
and 17 junior members. A film on
They were against a proposed
Officer Alfred T el of Thomas
duck hunting was shown following I You II enioy THf SABlf ROOM and fhe TOURAINt GRIUf
idea to have a uniform state open
ton made the charges.
the busine.-is session.
3-T-126
season foi d* er hunting due to the
• • •
Check YOUH Card
difference in the climate in the
Expe
’
ience
proves
that
thv
«-asier
i
with the Numbers
Edward Benner. St. Lou ' Mo.,
• a In
northern and southern counties of it is to reform a man the oftener
was arrested in Thomaston. Jan.
Published Daily
Maine.
the job ha4< to be done
12 by the state police after going
1
It was brought to the attention
45 miles in a 25 miie zon*
He
SKCIAL
of the group that the Sea and Shore
was fined $15
•
breakfast
Fisheries
Department
may
-present
• • .
LISTEN!
PACKAGE"
a bill to the Start* Legislature for
Sulo E Rytky of South ThomaaIicr nsing boats for spoil fishing or.
MONDAY
III
nt
SATURDAY
ton was reported to have main
1 salt water.
6.30 o.m.. 11.30 a.m., 130 p.m.
tained a speed of 60 miles n a 40
A report was read as to the reWRKD - 1450 On Your Did
mile zone on Route 17 in Rockland. ,-ults obtained at th« (1.000 cement,
Old Traditions
THURSDAYS
A Knox County sheriff’s deputy outlet dam at Pitcher Pond in Lin
Mill linger in o
TMtOtMMI
"HIGHWAY
I preferred the charge. On a plea colnville that was constructed last
SUNDAYS
NEW and MODERN
SUNDAY
j of guilty, Rytky was fined $15.
summer by the association, with
LOWDOWN\H
• • •
SHTING...
the co-operation of the Belfast Con
ADVERTISER
‘
i Robert R. Dow of Rockland was servation Club, and land and camp
< orrrol Report on Highway
1000
Driving (onditlon. Bella*! Io
i charged with operating a car af- 1 owners along Pitcher Pond.
Waldoboro and W>« to Port
ter revocation of permit on Main
NEW
FEE PERSON
Water in the pond is now up to
..II* TV.
land lorlnding Koato* 17 and 90.
IN
street in Rockland. Jan. 8. On fuli level, the highest since the
AImi Staton nt Knelt land Street*
AND DIFFERENT
DOUBLE ROOMS
and Sarrdondlng Tnwan.
h’s plea of guilty he was sentenced old dam was washed away Thank?
le
M.
end
de
i. ..ollie#
NUMBERS EACH DAY
It# StNOUI
: to serve 60 days in jail Execu to laM week's heavy rain, the pond
A lord Sorvica, CMRpliinawfs
L,
.
+
inouwko
tion of sentence rat suspended has seven inches of water flowing
COMPLETE
State News Co. i subject to one year’s probation over the dam and ia up to a spring
Id BAST sa* ». • UX I-rs.
BBIAKFAST

LOAN!

BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO.

'tikuouraine

fe*^Boston

CASH.'

Prince
George

daily record

MDtf

A. C. McLom & Co.

M
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TOWN 1 JAYCEES TO MAKE DISTINGUISHED
*
n
SERVICE AWARD AT BOSSES' NIGHT

Page Thro*

Rockland Election

Camden Rebekahs Honor 50 Year Members

Staff To Attend
Review Session
Paul A. MacDonald of Jefferson,

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited (or this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]

Jan. 5-19—Evangelistic Crusade at
the First Baptist Church with Dr.

Bill Pioer.
Jan. 17—Educational Club meets at

the

Farnsworth Museum from

A double-page color photo of the
waterfront at Vinalhaven appears
in the February issue of Holiday
magazine. Taken during foggy
weather, the picture illustrates an
article on "The Terrors cf Fog" by
Hammond Innes. The photo cap
tion says: ‘Dwellers of such coastal
villages as Vinalhaven .Maine,
know moisture-laden salt fogs that
can be terrifying as well as weirdly
lovely."

2.30 to 5 p. m.

The Central Maine Optometric
Jan. 22-25—110th Poultry Show and
New England Poultrymen's Con Society will meet at the Jefferson
ference. Mechanics Building. Bos- Hotel in Waterville on January 15
top.
Feb. 7—Methebesec Club meets at at 6.30 p. m. The Ladies Auxiliary
will meet at the same time. A
the Farnsworth Building at 2.30
Feb. 11—South School PTA Card round table discussion of case re
Party at 7.45 p. m. at the South ports is planned after the busi
School.
March 7—Methebesec Club meets at ness meeting.
the home of Mrs. Marguerite
The annual parish meeting of
Perry at 2.30.
March 25—Rockland Garden Club St. Peter's Church will be held
meets at the Farnsworth Museum Thursday evening. Jan. 17. begin

at 2.30.

ning with supper at 6.30. The
committee in charge are Mr. and
Mrs. John Leo, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Rollins. Jr., Nathan Farwell and Mr. and Mrs. James
Economy.

Rockland Fireman Walter H.
Boland has resumed duties at the
fire station after having completed
a week’s course in first aid at the
Civil Defense training center in
Augusta. On graduation he re
Eai-Qi being removed from the
ceived a certificate oi qualification
site of Che new telephone dial ex
as first aid instructor.
change at Che junction of Limerock
and Union Streets is be.ng dumped
The 40 Fathom trawler Surf.
in Lermond Cove to add to the
Capt. Earl Sukeforth. docked Mon
filling job underway there to even
day mom ng with 240.000 pounds
tually provide an added parking
of redifish. The landing is the first
area for the city.
since the Christmas holiday of the
_____________
six ship fleet. Other trawlers are
BORN
scheduled to arrive a few days
Young—At Vinalhaven. Jan. 11.
aipart as the routine of sailings and to Mr. and Mis. Wallace Young, a
son.
landings is re-established.
Simmons—At Knox Hospital. Jan.
12. to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Sim
A new filling station is bung mons of Friendship, a daughter.
Dorr—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 12.
erected at the junction of Broad
and Park Streets by E«so Standard to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Dorr of
Rockland, a daughter.
Oil Company. The station wiil re
Merrifield—At Knox Hospital,
place one recently razed there and Jan. 12. to Mi. and Mrs. Richard
wthiich was one of the first company Merrifield of Rockville, a daugh
owned filling stations in the city. ter.

Have your old fur coat re"
modelled into a modern cape. Bi
road>- for Spring.
Lucien K
Green and Son. 15 School Street,
City.

®"f'

Save up to tl.05 on every box
Hanes Seamless Stockings Annual
Sale, Monday, January 13, through
Saturday. January 16.
Bettefan
Shop.
5*6
Telephone 76 tor an social Items,
guests, parties, etc., for The
Oouner-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh. 16) Limerock St
social reporter.
tf

151-T tf

Machine Repair Service
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

State News Co.
■43-T-l

PUBLIC PARTY

EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P.

M.
Tower Beam • Community Bldg.
Auspices Knights of Colambas
47-TATh-tf

RUSSE LL
Funeral HomeCARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT

M HOUR AMBCLANCR
SERVICE

PHONE 701
S CLAREMONT STREET
ROCRLAND. MAINE
1-tf

deputy secretary of state for
Maine, will conduct a review of
election procedures for Rockland

election officials Wednesday.
The session,

The Rock'.and Junior Chamber of | accomplishments and a year's subCommerce will make its Dis- script ion to Kiplinger’s letter and
tinguished Service Award to some magazine.
This award is ba#ed on the in
individual in the city the evening,
.. ,,
.
A
dividual s contributions to the
of Januany 22 at a dinner to be , generai community welfare durheld in the Thorndike Hotel.
. ing the year, evidence of leaderThe award is the first to be made ship ability, and evidence of perlocally and will come during Jaycee sonal or business progress, and is
Week which extends from the 19th open to any resident of Knox
County; either male or female.
to 25th.
In addition to the plaque, the
The presentation will be made
recipient, who will remain unknown during the annual Bosses' Night
to the public until the evening of Banquet.
the award, will receive a leather
The Rockland Jaycees, in seek
MARRIED
Shear - Shafter — At Roxbury. bound book listing his community ing ways to better promote the
Maas.. Jan. 12. Irving H Shear of
community, feel that those per
Roxbury. Mass., and Rockland, and X Attorney General Frank Harding
sons who give so generously of
Miss Gloria Shafter of Rockland, by
Rabbi Benjamin Mostofsky of Dor- whose term expires the last day of ,^eir time and ability go unChester, Mass.
the year, has been mentioned as a recognized. The Award, which is
pos# ble candidate for Knox County to become an annual affair, will
DIED
a permanent record of
Heal—-At Rockport. Jan. 11. Mrs. county attorney. Harding served serve
Nora Lee Heal, widow of John F. two terms in that office prior to Qjejr contributions and in some
Heal, of Wert Rockport, age 91 being appointed the state s chief smap way show the community’s
years. Funeral services today at legal officer.
; gratitude.
2 p. m. frotm the West Rockport.
____ _
a. Alan Grossman. Rockland atBaptist Church with Rov. Carl W. I
< ARD OF THANKS
Small off elating. Interment will be ' I would like to express my sin- torneX.
b*' the ^est speaker,
in West Rockport Cemetery.
cere appreciation to everyone wiho taking as his subject. Delinquency,
Isutta—At Chestnut Hill, Penna.. was so kind and remembered me Juvenile and Adult
Jan. 6, William J. Latta. Jr., of with card*, gifts, letters and visits
_____________
Chestnut Hill, Penna.. summer while I was a patient at Central
resident of Camden. Funeral serv Maine Sanatorium and especially
ices were held Friday at 11 a. m. the staff of the Sanatorium for Deans Completes
from the Chestnut Hill Presbyterian their excellent care and many kind
Church in Chestnut Hill, Penna. i nesses shown me during my stay. Navy Career of
Burial was private.
Again thanks.
( olbum—At Pacific B»iach. Calif..
29 Years Duration
Armida Daniels.
Jan. 1. Roy N. Colburn, formerly Tenants Harbor.
6-lt
of Thomaston, age 68 years.
Lieutenant
Commander
and
Copeland—At Thomaston. Jan. 11.!
< ARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Shelton Deans have returned
Mrs. Eda O. Ccipeland, widow of
I wish to express my sincere
Charles Copeland, age 95 years. thanks to Dr. Johan Brouwer and to Rockland following his retire
Funeral services today at 2 p. m. Dr. Edward K. Morse of Camden ment from the Navy while stafrom the Davis Funeral Home in and to my nur#e#. Mra. Harriet tioned at Whiting Field, Fla. He
Thomaston with Rev. John Morri Tibbetts and George Davis, and to just completed 29 years active
son of the Federated Church offi all my friends and relatives who duty
ciating. Interment will be in Myles have #o kindly remembered me
Enlisting in the Navy during
Weston Cemetery in Thomaston.
with gifts and cards during my ill
Grant—At Rockland. Jan. 10. ness.
the month of May 1929. after one
Mrs. Inez B. Grant, widow of HowMrs. Junetta Kalloch,
year’s service in the Army, Deans
aid' Grant of Rockland, age 83 Thomaston.
6-lt was promoted to chief machinist’s
years. Funeral services were held
Monday at 1 p. m. from the Divl#
IN MEMORIAM
mate in 1940 and to warrant rank
Funeral Home in Rockland. Inter
In loving memory of my husband, in 1942 He attained his present
ment was in Warren.
Ole S. Larsen who passed away ,anR jn May of 1953.
Wentworth—At Augusta. Jan. 11,
13. 1955.
j During W’orld War II. Deans
Mrs. Lillian M. Wentworth, widow January
Precious memores of one so dear
of H. Elmer Wentrworth of Waldo Cherished forever with love sincere, served on mine duty on the Ea«t
boro, age 87 years. Funeral serv Without farewell he fell asleep
Coast, and on several transports
ices were held Monday at 1.30 p. m. With only memories for us to keep.
participating in the invasion of
from the Waltz Funeral Home in He tried so hard, it wa# in vain
Waldoboro with Rev. D. L. Camp God closed hi# eyes and eased his the Marianas and the Philippine
bell officiating. Interment was in
Islands..
pain.
East Union Cemetery.
Naval service after the war in
Silent thoughts and tears unseen
Simmons—At Thomaston. Jan. 12. Our memories keep him ever near.
cluded various shore billets, some
Tyler G. Simmons, age 78 years
His wife L.na and sister Annie
| gea dutv and four monU,.g Arctic
Funeral services today at 12.30
b lt
p. m. from the Davis Funeral Home
in Thomaston with Rev. John Mor
rison officiating. Interment will be I
KNOX COUNTY
in V llage Cemetery.
Sadler — At Togus. Jan
10,
AMERICAN LEGION
Charles S. Sadler of Bar Harbor, 1
formerly of Rookland. husband of I
AND AUXILIARY
Mrs. Lauretta L. Sadler, age 48 |
years. Funeral service# were held
HUSBANDS AND WIVES
Monday at 2 p. m. from the Con
gregational Church in Bar Harbor
MEET
AT
ROCKLAND
with Rev. Ronald A. Mosley offi
ciating. Interment was ir. the fam
THURSDAY, JAN. 16th
ily lot in L» digelawn Cemetery.
DeKorhemont—At Exeter, Jan.
FREE BANQUET . . . MEETING . . . ENTERTAINMENT
10. M ss Hetty DoRochi mont cf |
Newington, N. H.. age 78 yeais.
ONLY ROCKIsAND COUNTY MEETING THIS YEAR
Funeral services were held Monday '
at 11 a. m. from the Newington
Congregational Church with Rev.
John E. Nelson officiating.
Libby—-At Naples. Fla.. Jan. 9.
Frank B. L bby of Thomaston, age
46 years. Committal services will
be held in the spring at the Village
Cemetery in Thomaston.

SHOE SALE

Big reductions on cloth coats
and dresses. Sec them at Lucien i
K. Green and Son, 16 School
street. City.
6-8

OXFORDS - PUMPS - STRAPS
Natural-Bridge

ifioM ” BoWorios — Sonnco
0a Al Makas

»

(HARLES S. SADLER
Charles S. Sadler, 48. of Bar Har
bor. formerly of Rockland, died at
Togus. Friday afternoon. He wa#
born in Rockland. January 17. 1910,
the son of Capt. Rodney and Mary
Stinson Sadler.
Mr. Sadler served in the U. S.
Army and took part in the North
African campaign. He Later served
with the military police. He had
been employed by the Maine State
Liquor Store at Bar Harbor for the
past 10 years, and the past three
summers he was manager of the
Northeast Harbor State Liquor
Store.
He was a member of the Bar
Harbor Police Reserve; the George
Edwin Kirk Post and the American
Legion of Bar Harbor.
He is survived by his wife. Laur
etta L. Sadler of Bar Harbor.
Funeral services were held Mon
day at 2 p. m. from the Congre
gational Church in Bar Harbor with
Rev. Donald A. Mosley officiating.
Interment was in the family lot in
Ledge lawn Cemetery.
MISS HETTY DeROCHEMONT
Miss Hetty DeRochemont. 78. of
Newington. N. H.. died Friday at
Exeter. She wa# born at Newing
ton. N. H.. July 29, 1879, the
daughter of Clarence and Ella
Wilson DeRochemont.
Miss DeRochemont graduated
from Portsmouth, N. H., High
School, and for more than 40
years she was office manager of
the Chadwick-Trelethen Machine
Company, retiring in 1956.
For more than 20 years she was
treasurer of the Newington Con
gregational Church and served
many years a# a library trustee.
She was a member of the Graflord Club; the Piscataqua Pion
eers and the Newington Historical
Society.

Surviving are two brothers.
Percy E. DeRochemont of New
ington and Henry DeRochemont of
Rockland.
Service# were held Monday at
11 a. m. from the Newington Con
gregational Church with Rev.
John E. Nelson of Somersworth,
a former pastor, officiating

duty on the Dew Line. Piior to
his retirement he was mess treas
urer at Whiting Field for about
one year.
Mr. and Mrs. Deans plan to settle
in Knox County and are at pres
ent visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Rich, 4 State Street.
Rockland.

Two members of Maiden Cliff receive their pins at a future meet-1 Also present were Mists Dor s HyRebekah Ledge were presented 50 inS- They are: Mrs. Mabel Howe I ler of Warren, secretary of L-tF’M,
year jewels Wednesday night in and Mra. Jennie W. Gilmore, both and Mrs. Inez S. Crodby of Camfrom Camden.
den. past president of the InterCamden by H. Kenneth Small, mas
Amo ng the guests present at the j national Association of Rebekah As
ter of the grand lodge.
j meeting, which was also Obligation semblies, who observed her 55th
They were Mrs. Sadie E. Myrick Night, were two district deputy year in the organization.
of Camden and Mrs. William E. presidents. Mrs. Gwen Dow»ling of
Supper was served under the
Whitney of Rockport. Two other Tenants Harbor and Mrs. Marion supervision of Mrs. Will atf M.
members who were not present will ; Manner of Warren.
Smith of Camden.

FRANK B. LIBBY
Frank B. Libby, 46. of Thomas
ton, died suddenly in Naples.
Florida. Thursday, Jan. 9. He
was born in Thomaston, the son
of the late Bernard and Charlotte
Libby.
Mr. Libby served in the Marine
Corps in World War II and the
Korean War and received a
medical discharge last year.
He is survived by a sister. Mrs.
Margaret Ellis of Westbrook,
Conn.
A brother, Lt. Herbert L. Libby
USMC. wa# missing 12 years af
ter his Marine Coips plane crashed
in the Panamint Mountains in
California in November of 1945.
His remains were found with his
plane last June by sheriff’s
deputies.
Committal services will be he^d
in the spring at the Village Ceme
tery in Thomaston.

MRS. EDA O. COPELAND
Mrs. Eda O. Copeland. 95, ot
Thomaston, widow of Charles
Copeland, died at her home. 75
Main street Saturday. She was
born in Thomaston, June 1, 1862,
the daughter of Harvey and Mary
Adams Mills.
She is survived by three daugh
ters. Miss Margaret Cop’eland
and Mrs. Charlotte Gray both of
Thomaston. Mrs. Helen Creigh
ton of Hamburg. N. Y.; and four
grandchildren and 10 great grand
children.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Davis Funeral Home in Thom
aston. with Rev. John Morrison of
the Federated Church officiating.
Interment w’ill be in the Village
Cemetery in Thomaston.
Bearers will be Edward Dornan.
John Hill, Donald George and
Myles Weston, all Of Thomaston.

neth Heald, all of Camden. Robert
Heald and Harold Heald of West
Rockport; two daughters, Mrs.
Walter H. Tolman of Glen Cove and
Mrs. Charles Rhodes of Rockport;
10 grandchildren and six great
grandschildren. several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the West Rockport Baptist Church
with Rev. Carl W. Small officiating.
Interment will be in West Rockport
Cemetery.
MRS. INEZ B. GRANT
Mrs. Inez B. Grant. 83. widow
of Howard Grant of Rockland,
died at her home, 9 Willow street,
Friday.
She was born at Warren, Jan.
7, 1875, the daughter of Abraham
and Emma Peters.
She is survived by two daugh
ters. Mrs. Beatrice McGrath and
Mrs. Susie Seavey both of Rock
land, and seven grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Monday at 1 p. m. from the Davis
Funeral Home in Rockland. In
terment was in Warren.

MRS. LILLIAN M. WENTWORTH
Mrs. Lillian M. Wentworth, 87.
of W-aldoboro. widow of H. Elmer
Wentworth, died Saturday at a
Manchester nursing home. She
was born at Port Clyde, Jan. 8.
1871. the daughter of Isaac and
Mahala Hart Freeman.
She was a member of the Bap
tist Church and a member of
Meenagha Grange.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
C. Acorn of Gray; a son. Arthur
Wentworth of Rockland; . two
grandchildren and eight great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Monday at 1.30 p. m. from the
Waltz Funeral Home in Waldo
boro, with Rev. D. L. Campbell
officiating. Interment will be in
MRS. NORA LEE HEAL
Mrs. Nora Lee Heal. 91. widow East Union Cemetery’.
of John F. Heal died in Rockport
Saturday’ after a long illnes#. She TYLER G. SIMMONS
Tyler G. Simmons. 78. of Thom
was born August 18, 1866. the
daughter of Jefferson and Cynthia aston, died at a nursing home Sun
Heal Young, and had been a resi day. He was born in Friendship,
dent of West Rockport the past Sept. 15. 1879. the son of Henry
and Ella Young Simmons.
53 years.
She was the oldest member of the . He is survived by one brother.
West Rockport Baptist Church and Marston T. Simmon# of Thomas
ton and one sister, Mrs. Katie
was affiliated with WCTU.
Surviving are: five sons. Marion Seavey of Rockland and several
Heald. Wilmont D. Heald and Ken- nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will bv held
Tuesday (today) at 12.30 p. m.
at the Davis Funeral Home in
NEW
CLASSES
Thomaston.
with
Rev.
John
THERE IS STILL TIME
Morrison of the Federated Church
TO ENROLL
^In All Courses — Day or Night | officiating. Interment will be in
the Village Cemetery in Thom is4 START ON MONDAY, JAN. 13 ton.

WILLIAM J. I-ATTA. JR.
Word ha# been received in Cam
den that a summer resident Wil
liam J. Latta. Jr., died suddenly
at his winter home in Chestnut
Hill, Pa., Jan. 6.
He was born in 1888 and was
a life long resident of Ch stnut
Kill.
Until his retirement four years
aero he had been an executive of
the Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania. For many years
he served as civil engineer and
traffic manager. From 1951 until
1953 he was general accounting
manager.
Mr. Latta was graduated from
Princeton in the class of
909,
and was a naval officer in World
Wars I and n, retiring as a com
mander.
He came to Camden as a boy
at the age of 12 in 19C1 an had
always spent a part of everj year
there except when serving during
the wars. He was one of the first
members of the Camden Yacht
Club and in 1933. became one of
the first in Camden to own a HAJ
boat.
He is survived by four sisters,
Miss Catherine Latta and Mrs- W.
Griffin Grit>bel of Chestnut Hill,
Pa., and Rockport, Mrs Harry
Franck of New Hope. Pa
and
Mrs. Dozier Finley of Berkley,
Calif.
Funeral services were he-d at
11 a. m. Friday at the C estnut
Hill Presbyterian Church Burial
was private.

ANNOUNCEMENT

WINTER TERM
OPENING DATE,

FEBRUARY 3, 1958
Day and Evening Sessions
HUSSON
1898

1898

COLLEGE
Boarding Accommodations
For Non-Resident Students

’Business Training For Over

Half

Century”

FREE CATALOGUE
t. H HUSSON. Pres.

6*9

Rockland School !

of Commerce

♦

TEL. 148
245 MAIN ST.
RO( KLAND. ME.

J
’

A CLEAN SWEEP
NEW POLICY

KAVMOND H. KMiARTY, Prop.

formerly

436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND - MAINE

WASHER-DRYER
Doet the work of 2 machines
— saves the space of 1!

NEW MANAGEMENT

FOREST INN

Washing, rinsing, drying—all
in one continuous automatic
operation and in one beau
tiful appliance that fits easily
in kitchen or laundry room.
See it now.

OX HORN INN

ROUTE

WISCASSET

•-T
a-r

0WT 11- «K>

A. C. McLOON & CO.

PHONE TU 2-5500

AU SALES FINAL - NO RETURNS

WILLIAM J. LUTZ, District Monagar.

When making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.

'hoto
H. Kenneth Small, master of the grand lodge, pins a 50 year jewel on Mrs. Sadie E. Myrick of Cam
den, second from left; while Mrs. Inez S. Crosby, past president of th** International Association o>f Re
bekah Assemblies, right, admires the pin on Mrs. William E. Whitney of Rockport, second from right.

Raynonds Shoe Store
TEL 988-M

HOUKS: 1 to • P. M.

miJARY

if

^Wlwdpoot

— ANNOUNCEMENT —

AT TW NOTH THORNDKI

E- *

will take

Air-Tred

$5.95 $6.95 $7J9 $8.99
YOUB SONOTONE HEARING ONTW
WIU. BI Oral ON THURSDAY, JANUARY H

which

place in the workshop of the
cP
Farnsworth Museum at 7.30 p. m.
has been arranged by City Clerk
Gerald U. Margeson. Attending
f<
will be the wardens, ward clerks
«.Z
and ballot clerks of the seven
wards of the city.
t
The next election scheduled is
3 special state election in March
at which time voters of the city
will vote to break a tie existing
Hunt j
Wl
I 0K9MM9O
for the School Board. Contestants
will be incumbent Charles McIn
tosh and William Karl who
merged from two recounting ses
sions of city ballots in the Decem
ber election with 155 votes each.
In an original recount of ballots in
Ward 2. Karl emerged the winner
by a margin of seven. McIntosh
called for a recount of the re
maining six wards which resulted
in a tie vote after City Councilors
declared a questionable ballot
void.
Margeson commented that the
recounts resulting from the De
cember election are not the rea
son for the review of procedures,
Pictured is the plaque to be awarded to the person the Jaycees but the result of his efforts to have
consider outstanding in community service in Rockland the past year.
such a session for some time.
Approximately seven by nine inches in size, it has a walnut base and
an etched brass plate. Space for the name of the recipient on a name
plate is left below the inscription.

515 MAIN ST.

TEL 1510

ROCKLANO
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D.E.D. Advertising
Tourist Attractions
Of State Nationally

of birthday cake, ice cream,
cookies and cupcakes and Cheryl
VINALHAVEN
received many nice gifts. Those
PATRICIA DUNCAM
present were: Donna Poole, Joan
Correspondent
Davis, Wendy Duncan, Betsy Pen
Telephone 171
dleton, Nancy Kail, Dawn Clayter,
Theresa Hamilton and Beth Has
Mrs. Susan Hall was hostess to kell.
the Just Another Club on Friday
evening at her home on Lane’s
Island. The members enjoyed a
lunch and passed a social eve CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
ning.

Finnish-American Dance Coming Saturday

Pointed toward a potential audi
ence of 41 million persons, tourist-

travel

extolling

advertising

Maine as Vacationland is sched

uled for the next few months in
leading national magazines and
large metropolitan newspapers.
The Department of Economic De
velopment will expend some $75.C00 for this purpose.
State
Recreation
Director
Everett F. Greaton said here to
day. “Copy for this advertising |
covers ail vacation possibilities. ,
both coastal and inland sections i
cf Maine. Winter sports adver
tising is being stepped up, too. and
doubled over 1957.“
The first state to advertise its
tourist attractions. Maine has
continuously purchased space in
outstanding publications for 30
years.
More than 1300 advertisements
*v..l appear in over 80 United
States and Canadian magazines
and newspapers during 196S, the
Recreation Director indicated.
Approximately 187.000 inquiries
were received in response *o
similar advertising in 1957; 4 000
more queries than in the previous
year.
“Thus, returns from advertising
seem to bo constantly increasing".
Greaton said.
According to the national maga
zine for tourist interests. ‘ Resort
Management", travel, hotel and
resoil advertisers now
invest
nearly $20 million a year in maga
zine space alone, apart from news
paper
and
other
advertising
media. The amount has doubled
since 1946 because. ‘ Resort Man
agement" discloses. “Circulations
are hitting an all-time high; na
tional magazines are bought and
read by people who have the
money and who want to travel”.
A vast amount of lineage a’so
is used in metropolitan news
papers annually. The Department
of Economic Development uses
major papers in the East for
tourist advertising and depends
on national magazines to tell the
Maine vacation story across the
country, Greaton said.
“Competition is stiff, but we
believe 1957 was our biggest
tourist year, and we look ahead
very optimistically,” he stated.

Tips On Buying

Tots7 Snow Suits

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Peterson
were overnight visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Seth ftanlev in Rockland on
Thursday.

J,
These three little ladies will serve as waitresses at the annual Finnish-American Dance for the Polio
Fund at the Community Building Saturday evening. In training for future jobs as committee heads are.
from left to right: Mary Quinn, Mr*. Mildred Harjula. general chairman, pouring; Joanne Hamalainen
and June Ranta. A meeting of committee head* and the girls was held Sunday afternoon at the h°me
of Mrs. Jose Ph ine Sulin on Cedar street. Finnish coffee and coffee bread* have been one of the features
of the dance for several years.
Photo oy euuei
Mrs. Charlotte C. Sm th Exten
sion Service
clothing specially*.
University of Maine.
With a two-piece suit, the jacket
can be used separately when the
weather does not d-mand the en
tire outfit. Because the pants have
to take harder wear, it’s often de
sirable to have two pair fcr one
jacket. Reinforced knees will help
meet this problem, since a snow
suit is often used as a play gaiment.
Another advantage in the twopiece outfit is that it allows fo:
more growth, explains Mis. Smith.
Adjustable
suspender? on the
trousers will help to keep them
the right length without too fie-*
quent alterations Knitted cuff' on
the jacket and the pants will make
the outfit warmer and belt- : fitting.
Children can take off ar.d put
on their own snow suits if the
fasteners are easy to manage. Z.pper-rfront jackets and pants w.th a
zipper down each leg will h*-.tp
make it easier for them. Mr.Smith suggests avoiding style® -hat
have belts because the belts are
difficult for children to manage
and they often .ose them.
Fabric® dor.'* hav< t be h iv]
to be warm.
New improvements
in fabrics make it possible to get
light-weight wool that is water re
pellent and just as warm as the
old-fashioned, heavy material. Syn
thetic fabrics like nylon and or Ion
—alone or mixed with wool—have
the added quality of drying rapidly,
eavs the Extension specialist.

SSlCW, A'lNO AjJo SAND vVOMT
SLOW YOUR. OCJYIWQ IF TOUfcf
READY FOR THEM HERE ARE
SOME HAMDy ITEMS TO CARRY
IN YOUR oar:

J

ENLARGED
EX-.II MBO PRINTS
IN ALBUMS
12 EXP «<•<• — 16 EXP *Oc
20 EXP SI .00 — 36 EXP
— COLOR DEVELOPED —
ft - 12 - 16 EXP ROLLS 61.00
20 EXP ROI.LS SI..TO
36 EXP ROLLS <2.50
PI «•»** Remit With Coin Or Check

8

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Box 546. Dept. A
BAB HARBOR, MAINE

39-tf

OUR

WOMENS TRAVEL ORECTOK
SHELL OlLCOMPAdX

IG

)\ piece of carper"

J TOR A PAIR OF RUBBER
TRACTION TREADS. PLACE
IN front OF >OUR REAR .
WHEELS AMD OSJ'/E
LORA'ARD SlOvvcv. ,-i ...

$3 880.58
31. 1957
50 per cent ca.-h piem.um. $580.87

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOO1
Correspondent
TeL 8Tato 8-2383

A school on household appliances
conducted by the Extension serv
ices will be held Thursday, Jan
uary 16. at 10.30 a. m. at the Ma
sonic Temple in Rockland, also one
at 7 p. m. at the Baptist Church
in Damariscotta. Members of the
local group planning to attend
cither group please contact Doris
Miiler or Ann Burgess.

PREVENT FIRES1
...don't smoke in bod!
SPARKY SAYS)

General Incitation Issued To
Meeting at 7.30 Thursday Night

DON'T OIVI

FIRE

[9

AFLAC!TO START

STARTS THURS.
MORNING

5

tf
... if you are caught
,
„
* •' jitt' INSNOWORSAnD mthout
set ot aluminum pulleys . J equipment, try letting
a little air out of yOUR
JWlTH NYLON ROPE it's

AT 8 A. M.

JAN. 16th.

Our Entire Stock of Men's and Boys' Jackets, Underwear, Hosiery, Pajamas, Shirts, Pants, Shoes, Rubbers and Overshoes

" TiRES TO INCREASE TRACTiON

SMALL, UGHT, AND STRONG
ENOUGH TO MOVE A CAR

Will Be MARKED DOWN TO ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

Nothing Reserved.

Our Store Will Be One Grand Bargain Counter

6£ SURE TO HAVE IT REPLACED

LATER.

When We Open Our Doors to the Buying Public «f Knox County. Why Not Join the Crowd ol Thrifty Shoppers Who Will At
tend This Great Sole.

REMEMBER-NO SALES FINAL-YOU MUST BE SATISFIED OR MONEY CHEERFULLY REFUNDED.

V
-jLM:

■■

.

I

I

\small shovel

I LOT MEN'S BLUE CHAMBRAY SHIRTS

$1.29

SPECIAL BARGAINS ON ALL

1 LOT MEN'S WORK SHIRTS (Best Grade)

$2.39

BOYS' JACKETS

MEN'S CHINO PANTS (Best Grade)

$3.49

OTHER CHINO PANTS

$2.49

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS

$1.69

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS

$2.39

$10.95 low, $J1.95 high

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS

$2.49

Special Bargains On Ladles', Boys'

BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS

$1.49

BOYS' DRESS SHIRTS

$139

i tARMYTlPE .IF FREEJNO

REAR WHEELS FAILS, TRY _
SHOVELING OUT FRONT
WHEELS TO CREATE A SLOPE ....

O'

UjfSHJGHT /SSI. St-tCLL OU COMPANY

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle

$580 87
$3,299.72

Answer no Classified Patel

$23,235 00

1

2

5

M

3

b

7

8

1 161.75
(0

9

Balance due on pre
mium notes.
$27 073 25
JA.MES L. DORNAN.
Secretary.
6-T-12

The sum of a man s intentions
and accomplishments equals his
true character.

Semi-Annual

mot

dec

Total liabilities,
Net cash assets.
Premium notes subject
to assessment.
Deduct all assessments
and payments,

professions I educators and laymen
is desired with special emphasis on
a Kncx Ctunty area school, and
all citizens are desired to enter into
the diiscusslen of the effects of new
schools on taxes.
An especially
urgent invitation is extended to all
citizens to attend this meeting
which will be of very general in
terest.

A meeting concerning itself with
area schools will be held Thursday
The Ladies Circle of the Con night, January 16, at the Thompson

V

Gross cash assets.
liabilities

enjoyed a lunch

gregational Church will meet on [Memorial Jhiilding in Union, con
Wednesday at the Parish House, vening at 7p0.
beginning at 10 a. m.
A panel discussion, including both

The YMCA will observe Nation
al YMCA Week along with other
associations throughout the coun
try. National Y Week will begin
on Jan. 19 and close on Jan. 26.
The committee in charge of the
plans for the observance is Chair
man Dr. Walter Strang. Charles
Babb, Jr., and Edmund Barnard.
The highlight of the week will be
Correapondent
the annual meeting of the Y which
Telephone CEdar 6-HfT
will be in observance of the Cam
den Y’s 45th Anniversary of serv
The Good Cheer Class of the ice to the Camden-Rockport area.
Conregational Church will meet
in the Mayflower Room on Wed
nesday. The program will be in
charge of Miss Barbara Tounge. UNION

Paul Christie visited over the
weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Tina Christie.
Mrs. Frances Parment^r, Mrs.
The Camden Community Hospi
Mora Thomas and Mrs. Florence
Pendleton were Rockland visitors tal Club will meet at Green
Gables Inn. Thursday.
Mrs.
on Saturday.
Jim Hamilton arrived in town Emily Jagels will be hostess.
on Saturday to visit with his
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
family for a few days.
nut Street Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Marion
( beryl’s Birthday Party
Hopkins Wednesday evening. The
Cheryl To’.man. daughter of Mr.
guest speaker will be Rev. Melvin
and Mrs. Harvey To’man. cele
H. Dorr, Jr. Assisting hostesses
brated her fifth birthday on Fri
will be Mrs. Winifred Meservey,
day by entertaining a group of
Mrs. Lillian Herrick and Mis.
her young friends at her home.
Marion Leonard.
The children passed the afternoon
The third Polio Clinic sponsored
playing games and prizes for Pin
the Tail on the Cat were won by by the Lucky Strike Bowling
Nancy Hall and Wendy Duncan. Alleys for adults will be held at
Donna Poole won a prize for the the Legion Hall Wednesday. Jan.
15 at 7.30 p. m.
c’othespin game.
The children

Shopping for a snow suit in the
January sales? Since a snow suit
usually is one of the most expen
sive single items of clothing for a
child, it’s important to buy for long
Read The couner-oazette
wear and comfort.
Although a one-ipiece snow suit
is preferable for an infant, a two- UNION FARMERS 'll Tl AI. I HIT
INSV RAM E COMPANY
piece outfit offers more adaptability
Fnifin. Maine
for the active, growing child, says
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1957
iCash in office and bank, $3,868.59
Cash prem.u.T..- unpaid,
12.00

Films Developed

Tuesflay-Thursaay-Saturday

12

II

13

W

IH

0

18

19

Ib

W
20 w if

2m

25

3M

33

32.

35

MEN'S TYROLEAN SHOES

and Children's Shops
$1.49

SIZES 3-8

AU MEN'S AND BOYS' LINED AND UNtlNED DUNGAREES

tors' au worn sweaters

$2.29, $2.49, $3.49

AT SPECIAL BARGAIN PRICES

.69, .75, .95

LOT 70x10 SHEET BLANKET, 1.95-NQ*

$1 >49

$4.75

LOT 70x90 SHEET BLANKCT, 2.50-NOW

' $1.95

Carter's and Whitefield Overalls

31

JO

$3.95, $5.19, $5.95, $6.79

$3.49, $3.95, $4.75

MEN'S LINED FROCKS

29

28

Z7

men's work shoes

MIN'S AU WOOL SWEATERS

MEN'S HEAVY WOOL HOSE

Zb

$3.95, $5.95, $8.95

1 LOT CHILDREN'S CORDUROY UNED SLACKS

$3.95, $4.19, $4.49, $4.95

w

W
23

X2.

17

MEN’S WOOL
SPORT SHIRTS

MEN'S DRESS SHOES

and Frocks LESS 20%

LOT 70x80 DOUBLE SHEET BLANKET, 3.95, NOW

$2.95

LOT 72x84 DOUBLE BED BLANKET, 5.95, NOW

$4.75

NYDON AND RAYON
37

3(s

W

3ft

lOW MUKAS Wilk Zip-06

NmAi

CHOICE OF 4 COLORS
MO

*71

43

1 LOT ARMY AND NAVY JACKETS To Close At

W
48

50

571

52

MEN’S SIZES 38 to 46

1 LOT MEN'S AU WOOL (Unlmod) JACKETS
$9 86 and 810.95 VALLES — CHOICE
MEN’S AIX WOOL

SUBURBAN JACKETS

Si

$7.95
$5.95

$11.95, $12.95, $17.95

5M

This big capacity loader mounts on Ford 600 Series,
800 Series or NAA Tractors to make a loading team
to handle your toughest materials handling jobs. Separate
hydraulic system provides fast control, includes double
acting lift cylinders for “down-crowd” digging, or singleacting lift cylinders. A variety of attachments is available.
Extra high lift of 10 ft, 8! in.
i

■actor open, leta you get
o the seat easily.

4*1 capacity of

1000 lba.

DON’T WAIT...Sil IT NOW!

PAYSON

little

17- A constellation
18- Exiata
19- Female divinity
21- Jumbled type
22- Wither
24- Ever (contr.)
25- Equal
27-Unit of work
29- Male bee
30- Combining form.
Perfect
31- Aaby-pale
32- A province of
Canada (abbr.)
34—Girl's name
36- Dimunitivt suffix
37- Weaken

HORIZONTAL (Cont.,
39- Reeeipt (abbr.)
40- Fifty-one
41- Sends back
44- City of Chaldea
(Bible)
45- Vouth
47- Wireless
48- Man’a name
49- Once more
51- A grain
52- Pitfall
53- Stalka
54- Railway eating-ear

’

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Americsn author
15- ltal an river
16- Steamship (abbr.)
19- A French book
collector
20- Trays
^-Promoter
26-Silk and wool dress
material
28- Snare
29- Performed
32-Australian prims
donna
38-Garish
VERTICAL
35-ln a position for
1- Extended speeches
motion fnaut.)
2- Note in Guido's scale 37- Chief actors
3- Exiat
38- Raised with a lever
4- Exchange
42- Comparative suffix
5- Guide
43- Negative
C-Plural suffix
46-Besides
7-Greek letter
48-Rather than
•-Vertical
SO-You and I •
9-Elevate
52-A weight measure

.11-Command

1

(abbr.)

FARM MACHINERY
UNION —

MAINE
4-9

Space To Rent? Use Classified

PACS, OVERSHOES, RUBBERS AND LEATHER TOPS

1 LOT GOODRICH HIP BOOTS
Every Fair Guaranteed Againnt ( racking

$4.75

LOT LADIES' CREPE AND FLANNEL GOWNS

$1.59

LOT LADIES' FLANNEL PAJAMAS

$2.39

LOT LADIES' DREAMIE GOWNS

$2.95

a,__ __

20% Discount on Rubber Footwear
HORIZONTAL
1-A debt recorded
5-Slumber
9—Vex
10-Decay
12-WalR
14- Man'« name
15- Removet little by

LOT 72x84 SINGLE BED BLANttT, 5.95, NOW

$8.75

tin fle

▼ * ’’•7J

$1.59, $1.95

LOT LADIES SUPS

.29, .45, 59

LOT LADIES' PANTIES

NUNDRBS OF RARGAINS THAT SMCE DOES NOT RERRUT

vs n> rmr-tu

going in tins neat

sue

A RNHCUIOUSIY low

REMEMBER—THE TIME IS:

8 a. m. Thursday Morning, Jan. 16
THE PLACE:

RICHARDSON’S

90 MAIN ST.
TEL 345-3
TIOMASTII, NAME

rrmt
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D° ^ou Remember The Warren Shoe Factory? Accent On Price

north haven
■TTA V. BEVRRAOD
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

MEET KATE AND DUPLICATE

In 1958 Seen By

, B. P. W. Discusses
Several Projects To

A & P President

Benefit Community
I

According to the nation’s lead
Mrs. Florence
daughter, Miss
dinner guests on
Maud Simpson.

ing food merchant, American con
were
Mrs.

The Rockland Business and Pro-

sumers had another banner food

feasional Women's Club met at
the home of the president, Miss

year in 1957, eating better than

Ruth Emery, on Limerock Street

ever before in history, because of

Wedineaday evening. After the reg

improvements all along the line
in the handling of merchandise
from the farm to the home.
on relatives and friends; among
The outlook for 1958, in the
whom was Ava's sister-in-law,
opinion of Ralph W’. Burger,
Mrs. JJellie Webster at Mr. and
president of the Great Atlantic A
Mrs. Bill Hurds.
Pacific Tea Company, is for con
Mrs. James Oldroyd- (Mercedes
tinued high production, continued
Calderwood) and tsvo children.
increase in the development and
James and Jane, have spent a
use of convenience foods, and
few days recently with her sister
further improvements in stores
Alta. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess
and service, but with increased
of Lower Main street. Jane was
emphasis on price.
overnight guest of her uncle Tun
Mr. Burger said that while con
ny, Mr. and Mrs. Alton 8. Calder
sumers’
expendable
income
wood of Indian Point Farm. Little
should remain high in the coming
Thorofare.
year, continued high living costs
Superintendent Harold Wiggln,
vill cause the economywise house
who was in town on Wednesday
wife to keep a sharper eye on the
was overnight guest at the home
25 per cent of the average family
of Mrs. Maud Simpson.
budget that goes for food.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hurd were in
“Because labor, transportation
Rockland on Friday. Miss Sarah
and the production cost of food at
Ellen spent the day with Aunt
the farm level continue to in
Elsie, Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mor
crease, the A&P executive said,
rison.
Fire Chief Richard Butler of Warren ha* uncovered a treasure chest of glass plate negative* and pic the food industry will have to seek
Mrs. Florence B. Brown, daugh ture* of srene* in Warren decade* ago in a house he recently purchased In the village. The photography new, economies in distribution in
ter, Misa Marjorie, Mrs. Leah Y. I* the work of the late Willard A. Wylie who followed the trade of professional photographer before the order to pass savings along to
Beverage and Mrs. Alta C. Bur turn of the century and a few year* after. The above picture Is of the old Rice A Hutehin* shoe fac customers”.
gess were afternoon callers on tory which was built In the town in the late 1879's or early '8U'» and employed 75 Nr more people. It was
From the consumer’s point of
dismantled about 1933 l>y Neil Overloek of Overtook'* ~MIII and many building* built since that time have
Friday at the home of Miss Jen in them lumber, window* anil door* salva'fec'3 at that time. Mr. Wylie in hi* later year* was a watchman view, government reports indicate
nie Beverage. Tea was served.
In the Georges River Woolen Mill. The factory building was located on the river bank some 2(8) yard* that production of pork and
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Leimond from Town Hall. ,
I chicken should increase slightly’
have returned from their recent
in 1958; small reductions are in
may
get
in
our
own
way
to
re

these
readings
are
as
your
cor

treasurer
reported
nearly
$1,000
Florida vacation trip and the O.
prospect for beef and veal; and
in the treasury on January 1. 1958, respondent saw them, but not
D. Lermond and Son crpw again ceive God's blessings.
other major food groups should
The choir sang “Make Me A over $300 of which the Thrift "early". Mrs. Arthur Beverage
reported for work on Monday
remain about the same, he said.
Blessing", with solo part by Mrs. Shop had brought in during the of Plainville. Conn., writes they
morning, Jan. 13.
“We may expect the trend to
had
a
“
foot
”
of
heavy
wet
snow,
Ocilla
Sampson
and
"TL*
Sweet
year.
Rev. George R. Merriam was
ward increased consumption of
with
automobiles
stuck,
etc.
To
Knew
”
by
Landon.
Prayer
Work went on as usual and tea
in Vinalhaven on Tuesday.
pre-paokaged meats and produce,
Polio shots were again adminis response by West and recessional and sweets were served.
frozen foods of all varieties, bak
by
Von
Berge.
tered on Wednesday at $1 each
The Weather
ing mixes and soluble coffee to
Mrs. E.bert
Beverage bad
by the Town Phvaicle* Dr. V. H.
continue”, he added. “The de
To those who are way the WALDOBORO
charge
of
the
evening
service
Shields from th* Lagion Hall.
mand for canned foods also will
weather is always a topic of in
MRS. RENA CROWELL
This was the third arttl last shot which was held in the Memorial
remain strong because of their
Correspondent
Room. Her topic was “Christ Is terest: Here, again the ground
for many.
Main Street. Waldoboro
uniform quality, value and storage
i- practically bare, only a bit in
AU
”
.
Mrs.
Nettie
B.
Crockett
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Hop
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
convenience”.
the wooded places etc. Last Sun
kins and four sons returned on read an appropriate poem, and
“While the American housewife
day the 5th. was 10’ above. Mon
Mrs.
Florence
Smith
Brown
and
Monday from a vacation in New
will continue to buy convenience
day warmer at 20’, Tuesday to
James
A.
Waltz
was
in
Man

Jersey at the home of her father. Mrs. OriLla Sampson sang two
34 in the morning with rain and chester N. H., Saturday on busi food.s and built-in-maid service
Mr. and Mis. Collins. Elmer J. duets. “Dearer Than All" and
! during the coming year, she will
snow in the late afternoon and ness.
“
How
Can
I
Be
Lonely
”
.
The
Hopkins. Jr., (Jimmy) accom
eveniqg,
making
the
5th
a
very
do so only* in direct proportion to
Mrs.
Marjory
McFarland
of
panied them from Boston and is memorial flowers for Mr. and slight snow storm which was
Rockland visited her mother* Mrs. the ability of the industry to pro
Mrs.
Hanford
Beverage
Webster
reported in good spirits and gain
duce these goods at a price she
from their daughter, Mrs. Nina heavier at the North East than Verna W'iley Friday.
ing slowly.
Three inches
Kervin L. Deymore and Mrs. feels the family* budget can afford.
W. Paton of Washington. D. C.. at the village.
“In other words, the conven
Worship Service
which were beautifully arranged being reported late Tuesday eve Verna Wiley had for dinner guests
ning at the North East while not Friday, Lindley’ Wiley of War ience food manufacturers and
On Sunday, Jan. 12 Rev. Charles by Mrs. Maud Simpson.
processors will have to retain
over one or two inches in the ren.
Mitchell of Vinalhaven spoke at |
A New Year Ahead
village, this again went off with
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller quality while seeking new efficien
the morning worship in the Bap
Thursday and two children, Mrs. Ruth cies that will be reflected in lower
tist Church.
There were 78 in' On Tuesday. Jan. 7. the Unity heavy wind and rain.
Sunday School. Rev. Mr. Mtichell Guild held its annual election of it was 20’, sunny and cool, being Hinkley’ were in Randolph Sunday. prices if they are to expect conMrs. Richard Campbell was in i tinued expansion during the comdelivered an able sermon from officers with 15 members present. 18’ in Bangor at noon.
Friday was around 26’ in the Portland Friday.
. ing year.
Proverbs 3, verses 5 and 6, The following officers were elected
“The opening of new stores
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Genthner
“Trust in the Lord with all thine which are as of 1957 with the ex morning and 34' at 9 p. m. Sat
heart, etc.", stressing the need ception of the past secretary Mrs urday 26 to 28 degrees and going and Mrs. Alice Smith and four I continues largely as a result of
for Divine direction, which leads Florence Beverage Brown who down to 20’ at 9 30 p. m. and from children of Bath were guests Sun the population shift to suburban
zero to 10 above on Sunday morn day of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond areas. These new stores generto Spiritual Awakening; Thus to resigned.
Genthner, Pine street.
| ally are larger than the retail
President. Mrs. Maud Simpson; ing.
meet Gods requirements of Fair
There are some thermometers
Ellaid Marik is a surgical pa outlets they replace.”
vice president, Mrs. Julia Bev
ness, Mercy end Reverance”.
Among the factors causing inHe gave the following point erage; secretary, Mrs. Eva Hop in town which seem to take de tient at the Maine Medical Center
! creased marketing and producwhich we often overlook.
We kins; treasurer. Miss Jennie Bev light in “running low” while others in Portland.
t on costs Mr. Burger cited wages
“ask" of God. and He helps “us" erage. all committees to be ap help their proprietors keep warm
But
and transportation — which toRead The Courier-Gazette
attain it; although very often we i pointed by the president. The er by higher readings.

ular business meeting discussion
was held on the club’s Community

Mr. and Mrs.
(Ava Webster)
of Vinalhaven
were in town on Friday calling

JUU/ vw/

Achievement Project of developing
favorable

community*

attitudes

through community pride and cour

tesy and stimulating growth along
the lines of industry, recreation,
agriculture and education.

Mem

ber* ui the steering committee,
Rajph Bartlett, Richard Edes and
William Chester were present, also
City Manager Lloyd Allen and Lin
coln E. MoRae, Jr., chairman of
the assets committee of the Cham-''
ber of Commerce.
The forming of a hostess commit
tee to w’elcome new families to the
city and entertain the wives of visit
ing industrialists was favored.
Phot.o bv Puller
Plans w*ere also discussed to set
Meet Kate and Duplicate, twin Holstein heifer calves born on the
farm of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moore on the Western Road in Warren up a citizens committee to further
Jan. 9. The unusual pair are the daughters of a registered Holstein educational progress. It was men
fow.t Gilsland Ormsby Shepard Dekol, one of a herd of 65 Holsteins tioned that a recreational area be
on the farm. The couple started with registered Guernseys 12 years
ago but changed to Holsteins seven years ago. They recently bought sponsored at the Public Landing
the prize winning registered bull Audacious Cavalier from the Mallory during the summer months.
Farms in Bradford, Vt. A blue ribbon winner at the Eastern States
A Business Education Week was
Exposition, he has been nominated for All American.
suggested to acquaint the future
labor market with the various
phases of business opportunities in
. Rockland. The possibility of a w*ad| ing pool for the younger children
j was also explored.
•
Plans were made to co-operate in
a Clean Up—Paint Up—Fix Up
Week and a neighborhood im
provement project. Various sur' vet’s were suggested to study the
I needs of the community on parking
problems, receationai facilities, di
rectional signs and “eye-sores”, as
well as comparative figures on the
community in regard to other com
munities of a like size.
Clubs and organizations otf the
city have been requested to sup
port this program by working on
a project of their own choosing to
deveep better community attitudes.
The clubs have appointed repre
sentatives to work with the Busi
ness and Professional Women’s
Club on this program. During the
month of January clubs have been
asked to select a project and' send
in their application to enter the
Community Achievement Contest
with an award being given to the
club that has done the most to
create favorable community atti
tudes during the year. An open
meeting will be held at the Farns
worth Mueum on February 4 at
7.30 to discuss these projects with
the representatives.

thbts n ran

Refrain from laughing at the
mistakes of others and try to prof
it by your own.

“Savings are possible in ware
per cent of the increase—along housing through the development
or better equipment that lends it
with a general rise in all things
self to automatic prooesses. Other
that marketing fir-ms use, includ
savings can be sought by stream
ing fuel, containers and packag
lining
ordering and
delivery
ing materials, machinery and
methods. The greatest potential
rents. This applies not only to
for savings lies in the pre-packag
the processor, manfacturcr and
ing of food at the point of produc
the distributor but causes hard
tion, a practice that greatly re- j
ships at the production level, he
duces freight and handling costs
said, because the farmer also is
and cuts to a minimum the costly
confronted with steadily increas
spoilage which is a big part of
ing costs, particularly in the
distribution expense".
areas of farm labor and ma
chinery.
The city of San Francisco op

gether account for more than 50

“In view of these rising market
ing costs and indications of an in
creased
price - consciousness
among consumers during 1958.
the industry must seek economics
in the areas where they are
available," Mr. Burger warned.

erates three municipal utility
services—a street railway, an air
port and a bureau of heat, light
and power. During the last fiscal
year these operated at a loss of
nearly
$6,000,000,
which
was
made up by the taxpayers.
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January Clearance
SALE

Readers of a California newspa
per were asked if they believed
the paper should print the names
of juveniles who commit serious
offenses. The result: 58 per cent
voted “yes,” 27 per cent voted
“no” and 15 per cent gave no
opinion.

N&LPLEX

new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish
ODORLESS

FAST

EASY CLEAN-UP

LOVELY

AT

HASKELL & CORTHELL
AND

THE WOMAN'S SHOP

Men's Suits, Topcoats, Sport Coats

CALSO SUPREME

Reduced For Clearance

3O0-PLU3

1 RACK OF SUITS

WINTER. ORME

Stubborn Harts? Stuttering warm-ups? Balky driving?
Forget 'em! The California Oil Company has devel
oped a gasoline that's temperature-tailored to take
the headaches out of cold-weather driving!
CALSO Supreme 3OO-PLLS gets you started in a
hurry-even on the bitterest mornings. What's more.
CALSO is tlehexamzed*. a special refining process

1 GROUP SPORT COATS
VAll E TO 829.93

On Dwtck Bey Odorless Point
SAVING* OF ABOVT Si on PER
GALLON IN CASE LOTS

Now $12.99

MEN'S HEAVY PARKAS
REGVL.AR 917.95

Now $14.99

EAGLO ODORLESS-PAINT
AND VALSPAR
1 Gal. FREE with 5 Gain.
and 1 Qt. FREE with 5 Qts.
Above ran hr assorted colors.
SVPER KEM-TONE
Full Line — All C olor*

REGVL.AR 93.59

Now $6.99

$2.49 or 3 (or $6.50

LARGE GROUP OF WOMENS

ENNA JETTICK md QUEEN QUALITY SHOES
REG. VALVE TO 912.93

RROOUCT OF THE CALIFORNIA OIL COMPANY

COMMUNITY OIL COMPANY

Now $39.99

COTTON FLANNEL SHIRTS

• Dchcxanizatton removes lew-onane components - normally prejrnt In all gasoline!
— which cause kninking in automotive engines.

ROCKLAND

SPEC IAL PRICES
«ai.
ALSO DECORATORS’ LATEX
For Wall* and Ceiling*

$4.75 - «<• si.se

Why Pay More Elsewhere
For the Same Mrrrhaadiar?
WALLPAPERS GREATLY

REIUCED IN PRICE
10 Single Roll* Sl.eo
4 lose-Oats, 10**

HASKELL & CORTHELL

New Pla*Hr Coated Wallpaper*
(Srrabbahlei Soap and Water
Washable.

AM) THE WOMAN'S SHOP

Trade In Carr's

CAMDEN, MAINE

tsi "Cslso." chhvson bhsisn*

PAINT ANO WALLPAPER
10% and 15% OFF Rtf. Price

VALLES TO $75.

MEN'S WOOL GREEN MARINE PANTS
REGlLAR 98.95

that makes possible a better all-round gasoline. This
high-octane fuel with controlled volatility gives you
trouble free performance all winter long.
Before another day passes, stop in at your neigh
borhood CALSO dealer and ask him for a tankful of
CALSO Winter Grade. You'll say it's like June driv
ing in January!

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE ON

DIAL CEdar 9-3284

«AMXXXNAAXXXXXXXXANXNXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX<<
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»*o Touring Service

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-5
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson
have returned home after spend
ing a month at Foil Lauderdale.
Fla. with their son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. David
Dorr and family.
Carroll ReiL- y and Kurt Hoff3e3
spent Saturday at New Har
bor as guests ol Mi and Mrs Don
ald Reilley.
Mr. and Mrs. Ade Mersfeld- r
and fam .v hav- moved into their

The Mission Circle will meet
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at the home of Miss Christine
Moore.
Scott Vaitones. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Vaitones. celebrated
his ninth birthday Saturday by eatertaining friends at a theatre
party.
After the movies the
group met at Humpty-Dumpty fox
refreshments.
Attending were:
Ricky Hocking. Billy Moss. Allan
Mersefelder. Rov Emerson and

Moore House
Yorktown, Va.
The simple family parlor of
this trim frame house was the
setting. 176 years ago, of a mo
mentous event in America’s
War lor Independence. Here,
near the battle lines, officers
from both sides met on October
18. 1781, to draft Cornwallis'
surrender terms, ending the
Revolution. Nearby tren
ches, redoubts and roads
used in the siege of York
town have also been re

new home on M .in street
Lincoln As- Russell Kellev.
The officof
sociation P. grim Fellowship met
Members of the Thomaston Exat the Fed -rated Church Sunday tension will attend an area meet-

to make plans for a rally.
The Budget and Planning Com
’mittee \vi? m ■’ Tuesday evening
at 7 o'clock at the town office.
The third district council of
American Legion Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday evening at 8
o’clock at the Legion Kali in Wal
doboro. Those wishing transpertation please call Mrs. Pearle MacFarland or Mrs Emma Kalloch.
The Star Circle will meet Wed
nesday evening at 7.30 at th?
home of Mrs. William Copeland.

ROCKPORT
MRS HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592

Mr and Mrs Walter Wolf of
Philadi ph;a arrived Saturday to
attend the funeral aervn .- of Mark
Wadsworth.
Mr. and Ur*. Cberlee Millet and
guest. Mrs. Joseph W, are cf Ogunquit, and Mrs. Vinie Johnson and
Sharor. Watts -pent Saturday in
Ba ngc.
The TV Six met Saturday at the
home of Mi. and Mrs. Gene Howe
Meehan: St- - t, Camden. Refresh
ments we:-- served by the hostess
There will be a Polio Clinic for
school children and pie-school chil
dren January 17 at 9.30 to 10 a m.
at the Elementary School building.
Attending will be the school doctor
Harry Tour.g

stored

View from the Prison in early lKMI's
of Edmund Copeland of Warren.
These ladies were daughters of
John Stackpole of the St. George
toad. After the ladies had died
their surviving sisters, Amelia
Whitcomb. Mrs. Lucy Starr. Mrs.
Ronimus and others sold to J. E.
Pearson, who in 1916 sold it to
Ft.ta and Harriet O’Brien, daugh
ters of Lewis O'Brien of Warren,
bought the land from the Catland
It is now owned by Mrs. Mary
Gray Jordan of Rockland.

and Mrs Helena Kenney. The club
met Monday evening at the heme
of Mrs. Edith Brown. Pearl Stieet.
Camden.
The Rockport PTA will meet
Monday. January 27. at the Ele
mentary School Buiid.ng.
High School children attended a
skating party Friday night at
Rocky Pond.
Mrs. Mildied Roberts attended
Thuisday , v, r.nu the
i
O<
the round table discussion of the
teaching and working with the Boy
Scouts of America. This was held
at the Federated Church in Thomaston- Pack 200 had the pre-ep.ning and the Den Mothers of the
pack had a display table of
Achieve ments and Electives made
by the boys Charles Roetsoh cf
Glen Cove led the group in Cu-b
Scouting
The next meeting will
be February 13 at the Congrega
tional Church.

The next two houses are com
paratively
new
having
been
erected since 1940. The first was
built by Frank Lincken. who lived
there for some years and sold it
to Lloyd Simmons originally a
native of Friendship and who
works at fishing. He goes on a 1
dragger. I believe his wife was
a Studley.
I

assisted by Mrs.

Ada Amt' Mrs. Jane Hallowell.
Mrs. Helen Starr and Mrs. Helena
Kenney.
Mrs. Georgia Walker returned
Friday to her home on Russell
Avenue after spend.ng a few weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Payson
and daughter Linda Jane of Nor
well, Mass.
Mi¥ Roland Thomas and infant
son. Henbert Harold, have returned
to their home from the Camden
Ccunmnunity Hospital.
Johnson Society met Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Miss
Marion W .dman. Russell Avenue.
Members worked on a qu.t.
The Jolly Jokers met Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs.
Blanche Wentworth. Union Street.

Refreshments were served by the
hostess. Those piesent were: Mis.
Mildred Easton f Rockland. Mrs.
Dorothy Young Mrs. Edith Brown
of Camden. Miss Marion Upham

_ —

ing at the Masonic Temple in
Rockland
Thursday
beginning
with a coffee hour at 10.30 The
subject will be choosing, using and
caring for home appliances with
Mrs. Pauline Lush. Home Man
agement Specialist, of the Uni
versity of Maine Extension Serv
ice as guest leader . There will
be a discussion panel of dealers
to answer all questions and dem
onstration by home economic
leaders of the gas and electric
companies.

PHONE M

W

KnoX
I TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY I
6.30 - 7.15
Last Feature 9.20

Shock-fused expose of a
one-way street to Hell!

ernper

Montgomery

Released Dim
United Artists

— At-SO —

ST. GEORGE

View of Prison Quarry in 1880's

St. George PTA wii. meet Thurs
day evening at 7 30 at thf Elemen
tary School The heme economics
teacher. Mrs Lucile Gledhill. will
present “Trends in Home Econom
ics—Statewise and Local"

and going eastward the fiist
house is that of Douglas Young, a
native of Cushing, son of Gibbard

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

MAKES

HISTORY LIVE

and Edith* Grafton Young. He hue

AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE

n lumber business and built his
beautiful home eight years ago
He married Marjorie Noyes of
Rockpoit and they have a boy of
eight and a girl of four.
The next pjace was a part of
the Bailey School lot. While Capt.
j. E. Archibald owned it he
bought the Knox Fire Engine hall
and moved it here from Knox
street and used it as a storehouse.
Then a Mr. Rowell bought it and
planned to make it into a house
but sold it to Richard Munroe
who tore it down and built the
fine new house now owned by Her
bert Laatz. who sells Sunshine
Biscuit products. Mrs. Laatz was
from Sanford, her maiden name
was Berry. They have a daugh
ter aged four.

By F. L. S. Morse
Rev. Sterling Helmer Speaks
The
pictures
with
this
story
are picture looking eastward over the
At MbaUmry Society Meettag
The Missionary Society met on copied from photograph: owned toum is very enlightening, as it
the evening of January 7 at the by Myles W.-ston and formerly the shows so much of an area that
has been built over in the past 75
home of Ardelle Hazelton with
property rf his grandfather the
years.
Gladys Gregory as co-ihostess. De
The O'Brien and Carr Block. ,
votions were Led by Ena Hawkins late Winfv id Scott Hinkley. who
with Dora Hawkins as pianist. The v as deputy waid- n at the prison jater known as the J. B. Pf arson
pastor Rev. Mr. Jordan, offered in the 1880 s. while Warden Bean factory, is next to the prison on
prayer, followed by a silent prayer ' was at the h»-ad o-f that instiution.
j^ain street side, and the view
in memory’ of our beloved sister. Deputy Warden Hinkley lived at of
Campbell house, which we
Carrie Thomas.
the Georg* Hotel until his second know as theMcCoy place, is per-1
The program was under the di- marriage when
he moved to a fect.
rection ol Rev.Sterling Heimer.
house further to the west on Mainthp ?outhern Jrjde
the n(.w
pastor of the
Warren Baptist street He was later undertaker Hy]er stree<
„ p£.,.
Church, who showed slides ar.d ex- and postmaster at Lisbon, Maine fectly straight line to the new
hibited several dolls, dressed as
The view of the quarry is e f Green Street School with the im
natives of Kanigere South India, explanatory and is shown because
posing tower of the old Methodist
He fully explained the customs and of the changed aspect of the Church further on
conditions there. It was very’ in prison, as it has been rebuilt. The
The large two story house to
There were then only three
teresting and it definitely showed
houses on the ne<w street, the Al- the eastward is owned and ocus. how much our help is needed Marion Barnes.
Rev. Sterling vin Vose house on the lower side cupied by Charles Tuttle. Charles
in these lands.
Helmer and Rev. Mr Jordan
'now the Grover house), the Hat- is the son of George Tuttle the
At the close of the program Lil
tie O’Brien or Sumner house and harness maker and Helen Delian Biown was presented with a
♦ he Sihesler houw? formerly the muth Tuttle. He was long emfloor i-amip as a going away gift
Free Tickets To
John Beverage house with only ployed by J. B. Pearson and Son,
from the members. Refreshments
the turret or cupola showing over later by Lawrence Portland Ce"Peyton Place"!
of ice cream, cake and coffee were
the Ludwig street homes.
| ment Co. He has always been
served by the hostesses.
Let us consider this modern industrious and energetic, of the
Your
License
Plate
May
Be
Those present were: Martha
neighborhood, all the houses built type that is always the smartest
THE Number Plate
and Marjorie Robinson. Ardelle
or moved there since the fiist of man in the crew. Mrs. Tuttle was
Register
Your
Number
at
Hazelton. Gladys Gregory, Ena
the year 1879.
' Mary, daughter of Adelbert and
Hawkins Helen Thomas. Dora
G. & E. TEXACO SERVICE
This street was called Hvler Lizzie Long Woodcock. They have
THOMASTON
Hawkins. Lillian Brown, Shirley
street because nearly all the area a large family of girls all grown
Wed., Thur«*., Fri. and Sat.
Hall. Etta Hall. Gladys Hocking
Jan. 14 - 18
had been owned by Mrs. Mary up and married and one son,
Leola Robinson. Edith Holstrom.
Hyler or Aunt Polly, as
was Chailea. Jr.
4
Poirs
of
Tickets
FREE!
Phoebe Kerawell. Cindy Gregory,
6'lt
called. She was a sister of Capt ! The Tuttle house formerly stood
Valerie Hilt. Mariane Skoglund.
Simon Shibles. the descendent of on Main street near the Mall,
the Kilpatricks who came here in Originally owned by a man named
1736 and dwelt in a log house on Robinson, it was long owned by
Starts Wednesday { the actual site of the Paine house, William Hodgkins. Then it beor as we term it the Fred Fer- came the property of Mr Sinex
FOR 11 BIG DAYS
♦ nald house off the Main street who also owned the Vinal place
near Ship street. There has al- now the Rockwell house.
Mr.
ways been a houfie there since Sinex conveyed it to Mr. Tuttle,
2a
1736 . 222 years.
who moved it across lots to its
Mary Shibles was born Oct. 2. present site.
1790 and married Capt. Haunce
The next house, the large white
Hyler of Cushing in 1818. Capt. building, was built in 1879 by
Hyler died in 1832 and left her Castlebrook Summ-r, a jeweler,
with a large family. Four of her who had a store in town. He
sons became captains. She kept bought the land from the Catland
a boarding house on Wadsworth heirs. In 1889. having moved *o
■ uu
street. A superior woman, she Claremont. N. H. he -sold the
THE TOWN...
was a leading spirit and
of h place to J H. H Hewett, who sold
THE PEOPLE...
mother to the community, uni- it that same year to Louise and
EVERYONE'S
versally honored and loved
Bertha Stackpote and Mrs. EIUTALKING ABOUT
Beginning at Wadsworth street abeth Stackpole Copeland, widow

George Woodward built the next
house and lives there. He was
formerly lighthous
keeper ’first
at Petite Manan. later af Isle of
Shoals and at several places be
tween these points. He is janitor
rf the high school and an elder of
the Reorganized church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. His
wife was Miss Hazel Wass.
They have three children. Mrs.
Barbara St. Clair of Owls Head,
Richard of Camden, and Sheila,
wife of Bernard Hastings. By a
former marriage Mr. Woodward
has a son. Coleman, who is a
priest of the same faith as his
father’s and a daughter. Mrs.
Charlotte Farley of Rockport.
The house owned by Miss Lena
Shorey was built by Albert Lermond on Main street close to the
home now owned by the Hallowells. Dr. Walker owned both
houses and had this moved to the
ne»w street. It was long owned by
the Rulus Copeland family. E.
K. Winchenbach and family lived ,
there. Later Charles Shorey, a
native of Palermo, l»ought it and
lived here with his family. They
had a fine son. Henry, catcher on
the Thomaston
High baseball
team, who died in 1912. Charles
Shorey was for many years over
seer of the harness shop at the
prison. Miss Shorey has a posi
tion in Portland. John Spear rents ‘
a part of the house and occupies
It with his wife who was a Miss
Carter.
It would seem that the next
bouse was built in 1892 by Mrs.
Catherine V. Morse, the widow ot
Oliver Morse. Mrs. Morse was
the daughter of Thomas Haupt
of South Waldoboro. Her mother
was Elsie Pitcher, also of South
Waldoboro, not far from where
the two churches stand on oppo
site sides of the road. In this
house Catherine Morse lived to
♦he end of her days with her
daughter, Geneva, wife of Capt.
Wilbur Wilson. Mrs. Morse, who
had been a fine handsome woman
died Jan. ' 18. 1912. aged 73.
Geneva Wilson died March 27.
1921 and Capt. Wilson died May
17. 1923. Their daughter. Bertha
Wilson Eldridge lives in Massa
chu setts.
After the deaths of her parents.

w>Kr
In A*c

TIME OF SHOWS:
BRIAN OONLeW

LTSCMLY

Williams-Brazier

COMMUMH BUILDING

Post
Ne. SI

Weekday*: MaMaee l.» — Ereeiflff* «•>* lay. Coat. I W4JM 1*4.45. Sunday. Coat. >.a*-8.17-8.M
FB1CES FOB THIS ENOAOBMENT
laee Me. Evertag (l.». CUMraa At _AH Ttaea, Me
ieeee»eeeeeeeea«L»

Wednesday Night

JswerHi ««d Mata Sts.

Public Party

r. M.

MAKES COLORFUL FUMB
AS IT DESTROYS SOOT
• Miltt a spM«l<R< rainMv
of flames all
ior<
• Destroys soot in fireplace,
chimney

Mrs. Eldredge conveyed the prnperty to Rodney Brasier, the son of
the late William J. Brasier of
Prooklyn Heights for many years
road commissioner of our town.
Rodney was employed by the Rail
way Express from his school days
until his retirement a few years
ago. except for the time during
the First World War when he was
a member of the Armed Forces.
Mrs. Brasier the former Avis
Randall, before coming here had
been employed in the United
States Postal Service in Aroostook
County, and after coming to these
parts, took a civil service exami
nation and was appointed to a
position in the Rockland Post
Office where she iater became as
sistant postmaster from which po
sition she retired not long ago.
Both the Brasiers were successful
in their work and are respected
and liked in our community.

It was in the year 1879 that John
T. Beverage, a joiner, bought
land and built a house, the large,
handsome structure now the prop
erty and home of Dr. Lawrence
Shesler, our dentist.
Beverage
served the town as selectman
about 1893 and later wan fire
chief and was a leading and in
fluential citizen for many years.
By his first wife whose maiden
name was Henry, if I remember
rightly, there was a son, Henry
E.. who graduated from Bowdoln
College and married Lena French
from High ntreet. and moved out
of the state. He died not long
ago.
John Beverage’s second
wife was Bva Hyler, a classmate
of the writer. John T. Beverage
died Aug. 22. 1923 and bis widow
exactly one month later.
Earl F. Wuoacock bought the
house and with his wife, Ora
Emery Woodcock,
lived here
while his children were growing
up. Earl was a Morse’s Corner
boy, always energetic and cap
able. He has three daughters and
a son. all fine folks.
Dr. Shenler, a native of Yonkers.
N. Y., was educated at Columbia.
He married Miss Elizabeth Rice
of Bath who is descended from

Money...

good honest Thomaston stock.
They have four beautiful children,
two of each sex. The Sheslers are
gifted and amiable persons and
very popular.
This completes the list of fami
lies on the northern side of the
street. A neighborhood of first
class folks.
F. L. S. Morse.

Appleton
MRS. RUBT CHAPLB8
Correapondent
Tel. West Appleton (-14

There will he a Community Club
meeting Wednesday night at the
Community Building. A film on
'The Fossil Story” will be shown
and cleeition of oDficers will be held.

please tare
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Every $1 aenda a 22 Ib.

Food Cruaade package

to th* hungry abroad

CARE, New York 16

or

your local CARE office

Her* la $___ for the Food
Cruaade.
Name-

Addr*ea_

for the important
things in your life

•2S-«8O-*1OO
•200 •VST M5OO
Natne Only

teUPUBLIC FINANCE

ONLY

-V.—CORPORATION

in eocriANOt
359 MAIN STREET
Above 1
Life inauronce ^coSecflen

STUDLEY

FISH AND OAMB &MN.

1-Tt-tf

<

A sense of history surrounds
this ancient Spanish castle on
Florida’s Atlantic coast, recall
ing the distant times when New
World conquistadors anchored
their galleons in Matanzas Bay.
Dungeon, drawbridge, galleries
and parapets are fascinating to
explore. And just beyond the
castle’s maasive walls lies our
nation’s oldest city, whose
twisting streets and flow
er-decked balconies attract
»
thousands of visitors
!
weekly.

IN 1 DAY

HARDWARE

KNOX COUNTY

In the midst of Louisiana's
Industrial progress, an old-world
flavor lingers in many of New
Orleans' storied streets. Famed
as any is Pirate's Ailey, with
exquisite galleries of iron lace,
colorful shuttered windows and
shadowy patios Here artists
often find inspiration. But the
pirate legend is legend
only. The narrow street
was not cut through till
1831, long after piracy had
(

SMNSIBLM PAVMBNT FLAMB

NfW LEMON HALL

tee

Pirate's Alley
New Orleans. La.

waned.

/=

Money ... to pay off a group of instalment bills and reduce your total
payments to one small amount. .. make cash purchases of clothing, borne i
for any other worthwhile purpose... ts available here.

PUBLIC PARTY

Every

i

Castillo De San Marcos
St. Augustine, Fla.

Oi On Othel Plani

«••••*****•••••••••***•»

mb

Wright Memorial
Kill Drvll Hills. N. C.

High on a grassy sand dune
here, where the fabulous ocean
beaches of the Outer Banks be
gin their unbroken run to Hat
teras, this granite pylon marks
the epochal first plane flight
of the Wright Brothers on De
cember 17, 1903. Within its
rotunda a steel map depicts
other memorable events
associated with early at
tempts to conquer the
air.

•-T

OP ROCKlArtD

2nd Floor •
iMw'i
Sion

hnnky

Rhone: 1720

SmMod on your loan ar no aMkn Haacack Mutual Utu Inuronca Ca.

4 HMiua snvicc n afaiumi ro rov m ovw
AFraum omen et ss man-toon roe rw hag
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

SENATOR

FOR SOLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERB'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In tMs column not to ezeeed three lines Inserted
ence for BO cents, three times, ooe dollar. Additional lines 16 cents
tor each line, half price each additional time need. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! AH "bHad ads" se called, L e., advertisements
which require the answers to be seat to The Cenrler-Oasette office
tor handling, cost IB cents addltloaaL
A name should appear cm all classified ads to seeare best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are net advised.
AU- CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads wil be accepted wlthoat the cash aad ne boohkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Conrler-Gasette. Count the Words—Five to a

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

CHINA Closet lor sale. $7.00.
FDMALtE Beagle Hound lost,
TEL. 186,M.
6-8 black with tan and white markings.
TWO Chests of drawers for sale; Collar boars name of R. Whittier.
also, GE ironer and cast .ron Contact HUGH SMITH. West Mea
5*7
stoves. SIMMONS. Summer Street. dow Road.
Rockport. Tel. CEdar 6-3642.
6'8
WANTED
USED Easy Washer for sale.
TEL. 1510.
6-tf
AVON Cosmetics has immediate
'52 DODGE 2 Ton Dump Truck opening for mature weman tc serv
for sale. Good motor and tires. ice established territory. Oppor
Can be financed. Can be seen oppo tunity to earn $3.00 an hour partsite St. Bernard's Catholic Church. time.
Pleasant, d gnifled woik.
1 DONOHUE LANE______ 6’lt
Contact FRANCES H. FIDES. Bow
ANTIQUE Fireplace Stove with doinham. Tel. MOhawk 6-2939. 6-8
medalions for sale, $35; also, din
CHURCH Organist wanted. Reply
ing room set, $40; maple divanola. to BOX CB. c/o The Courier$35; breakfast sets. 2 very nice bed Gazette.
6-8
room sets, and manv other articles.
WHITE (Standing) Birch wanted,
MRS. ELSIE J WALLACE, War
ren, Tel. CRestwood 3-2551.
5-7 large or small lots, for immediate
operation. Write MERRILL
SPECIAL
DRINKWATER, 48 Tearl Street.
Aluminum Combinatloa Windows Camden. Maine.
6-8
Extruded welded comers (Alcoa
’51 to 57 CHEVROLETS’wanted.
Aluminum). KENNISTON BROS.,
Call Rockland 1430-W. CreMwood BEE LINE Service. New County
6-8
4-2686. or Vinalhaven 96 or 74. 132-tf Road.
ROOM and Board wanted for
FRIGIDAIRE Elec. Stove, Re elderly woman. Write MRS. W. H.
frig., Dryer and Mangle for sale; RYAN, 20 Summer Stieet. Rock
also, 21 in. screen TV. TBL. 1115-J. land.
6-8
_______________________________4*6
“^PRACflCAI. N urse wanted, 7 to 3
1956 CHEV. 2 dr. V-8 Station shift. References Write to P. N..
Wagon for sale, model 210. power c/O The Courier-Gaz*
.
5-1 u
glide, radio, w/w tires, 2 tone green
LOBSTERS
WANTED.
TOP
and ivory. One owner. Excellent PRICES
PAID
FOR
GOOD
oond
Price $1975
Can be seen STOCK.
REGAL LOBSTER CO.
any time bv appointment.
Tel. PHONE ROC KLAND 1705.
116-tf
THCMASTON 61-3.
4-6
DONATIONS wanted: Metal eye
TWO Living Rcom Heaters for glasses, false teeth, unwanted or
sale, one oil and one coal or wood. damaged old gold and silver
Call at 154 MAIN STREET. Thom jewelry, club pins, watches, chains,
aston.
4*6 rings. For church repairs. Mail
to PALISADE AVENUE CHURCH,
LIQUIDATING TV and Radio 2310 Palisade Avenue, Weehawken.
Tubes, over $1 000 worth.
$400 New Jersey. We will refund post
takes the whole lot. First come, age.
140*11
first serve basis. Sold separately
WE t&L1 ftcrap imu. Jielato.
at our cost R. F. BLAISDELL &
CO., Rockport.
4-13 Raga and Batteries.
MORRIS GORDON and SON
BALED Hay foi sale, early cut.
Leland Street
Rockland
by the bale or by the ton. Tel.
’Vwf
ROCKLAND 1592-WI
6*8
DON'T
Discard
Your
Old
or
DRY. Eift’-fl Firewood for sale
furnace, fireplace or stove size. Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
HOWARD DEARBORN. Route 1. NEWMAN for restoring and reRockport. TeL 18.88,
1-6 Bnlshing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel
1106-M
1-tf
PRTVAT E Pa rt y offers 1955
WOMAN wanted who would like
Dodge V-8 half ton pickup for sale,
LWB. less than 20.000 miles, excel good home doing light housework
lent rubber. May be seen at for elderly woman. References re
156-tf
ELLERY NELSON GARAGE Rt. quired TEL 173-R
1. Rockland. Price $985
1-tf
Complete Stock of
GAS AND ARC
WELDING SUPPLIES
Morris Gordon & Son

_______

Clayt Bitler
Wants To See Yee About
55-tf

GOOD USED CARS

Goodyear Tires

We finance our own cars. No
135-tf
nnance or interest charge. MUN
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North
PAINTING and Paperhanging.
Main Street.
16-tf Inside and out, all work positively
guaranteed.
Will furnish material.
USED Oil Ranges foFsale, white
porcexaln oil and else comb., gas Work accepted Warren to Camden
VAN E. RUS
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON OO.. Estimates free.
Phone 676-M, Post Office
M 15W
lU-tf, SELL
73-tf
5x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg-! Box 701 Rockland
liar $10 95 for $6.95 NORTH
MASON work wanted, chimneys,
POST. I fireplaces, cellar floors, block
1-tf foundations, also asphalt roofs
and general carpentering. AL
PIPE FOB SAtB
Blacx and galvanized. All alzei FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tel.
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. OO., 969-M. P. O. Box 493.
23-tf
Lime Street.
1-tf
BABY Parakeets for sale, full!
REAL ESTATE
line of parakeet foods and mineral
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS,
YOU CAN BUY this 8 room
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker house, ahed and barn-garage in a
iMwee*
T»1 V74
1-H

EASTLAND

TRADING

Thomaston.

MISCELLANEOUS

fine sightly location in Camden
village, with a 4-iocm apartment
on each floor, for $6,000 subject to
an offer. ALLEN INSURANCE
AGENCY. David H. Montgomery.
Pres. Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-2296
____________ _2_ 6-lt
"SOUTHSIDE ROCKLAND: W •
built 2 family’ house for sale, with
hot water heat. oil. A good heme
with an income. $8,000. SECURITY
REAL ESTATE CO . Dorothy Dietz
Elm Street. Camden, opposite Vil
lage Green. Tel. CEdar 6-2117 or
6^3240
tilt

BOARDING Heme for elderly!
people. Reasonable rates. ELM
MANOR. Lincolnville, Tel. ROgei '
3-4191
_
~WANT to_ make $15 to' $25 in a
day? Many are doing it. Pleasant
work for man or woman. No ex
perience needed.
Spare or full
time. Will teach and finance you. ;
Write MeNESS OO
Depit. C„
Candler Bldg . Baltimore 2. Md.
_ 3*T*6
TOR SALE
apitjrj’f'ALIST Medium will ad-1 Tenants Harbor:
8 room hou^e with modern kitch
vise, may ask 10 quest ons. $2 06.
MRS E MBRITHEW. 838 Cypress j en. complete bath and new oil fur
nace.
Ideal location. Priced for
Avenue. Ukiah. California._____ 5*7 |
quick sale.
WELL! WELL! WBLL!
also
If It la water you need, write '
7 ioooii house with 20 acres ol
R. W. DRINKWATER, Wall Drill
land located about l1- miles from
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 118,
village.
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
plan also available, no down pay
ment neceseary. Member of New
England and National Association.
1-tf
PLY Northeuet Airlines, Conner-1

TRUE HAFI
Real EMate and Inniirance
T<*nant» Harbor - Tel. 17-2

leaned, repaired and lnztalled
lUtomatte
cleaning equipment,
“ree Inspection and estimates
1ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
wned and operated. Tai. Oamdau

TH.. AMV>

SOME CAPITAL REQUIRED

CAU.

Cousens* Realty
litougis. Luto’aml Dwr6tor

t« MAVKBICK 6TBEBT

wn

m

ToL 1538 or 1625

The Ancient Mooers

STRAND THEATRE BEGINNING JAN. 15

Stage Coach Owner

was DORIS HTLBB
Correspondent
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
feiephono CReetwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CReetwood 4-2038 home
Mr. Morse, and perhaps others.

■

— may wish to know the correct

Percy Bowley, Clement Saw-yer. name of the owner of the stage
William Sawyer and Leland Boggs coach which was shown in Saturupvnt the weekend t;sh:rg at tot , .
The owner was my
Sawyer Camp Lille Bav. Moose,
. , ,
grandfather. Robe r t CaliMon
head Lake.
Mooers, who was born in Strong.
The January meetings of the Mis
sion Circle and the Lad es’ C:i :•> Maine. January 4 1851. He was

Frem Piston Engines To Jet

Seldom if ever have I listened Turbines
to a more inspiring and enlighten
The opening week of the 85th
of the Second Congregational married when he was 19. and drove
ed State of the Union Message Congress was sparked last Wed
Church have been postponed to the the stage most of his life, having
than the one delivered last Thurs nesday (January 8th) with a
February’ meeting, the 13th Place routes from Waldoboro to Liberty,
day by President Eisenhower. Not fascinating hearing on commer
to be announced.
Augusta to Washington, and Washonly did the President set a tone cial jet aircraft held by the In
Mrs. Albert Burdick «f Ya. mouth
Union. Probably there
of determination and resolution, terstate and Foreign Commerce
is with her sister. Mrs, W. .:- arc Pec£>ie around now who were
but he also advanced a program Committee of which I am a mem
Vinal. who is ill at her home Mr.
passengers
necessary for the Nation to follow ber. Airline experts covered in
I lived with my grandparents and
Vinal reports Mrs. Vinal’s ondiin this era of challenge.
detail the anatomy of the new
tion is improving, but she is st;.: used to play in the old stage coach
New it is up to Congress and! commercial jets, along with their
I; the hay barn where several
unable to receive callers.
the Nation to implement and ex-j requirements in terms of termiwagons and pur.gs were stored. The
The Mystery Circle w... meet at
pand upon the President’s pro-1 rats. personnel, maintenance, and
ti’uniks were not on the coach. The
the
Odd
Fellows
Hall
Thursday
eve

gram with the same resolution j airports. The problems resulting
only time I saw the vehicle used
ning.
January
16.
with
M
ss
Av
s
and determination he displayed from the transition from piston
was in the centennial parade in
Maloney and Mrs. Mildred Starrett
and. above all. with the enlighten engines to jet turbines in pas
Washington in 1911.
as
hostesses.
ed realism he inspired. The Mas senger aircraft are very great,
Mr Mooers died at Washington
The Fireside Class cf the Bap
sage should serve as a guide, not but most of them are being confiOctober 20. 1934
tist
Church
met
at
the
Montgomery
only in terms of measures to be d ntly met by the airline industry
Queries About Stage ( oach Article:
Rooms Friday evening. A 8.30 su.penacted, but also in terms of an with skill and imagination.
When was Liberty* in Kennebec
Lana Turner rebuffs the advances of Lee Philips in one of the many
Avas served by Mr. and Mi>
approach to the problems of the
Some of the problems, however,
County Q
dramatic moments of Jerry Wald’s “Peyton Place,” coming Wednes- Russe’l Overlock and Mr. and Mrs
Space Age: realistic and forth- can be solved only by the com
When did the maii route go from
day to the Stand Theatre. The Twentieth Century-Fox CinemaSeope Bn,erv Simmons. A social horn
tight evaluation of the current bined efforts of Federal. State, drama, in De Luxe Color, was directed by Mark Robson.
...
Waldoboro to Union, to Washington,
*
followed.
situation: calm, imaginative and , and local governments. The im“Peyton Place’’, widely’ accept- and the picturesque islets offThe first meeting of the series of to Liberty? I believe it was by the
resourceful planning to meet thei provement and enlargement of
ed as the play of the year, is com- shore,joined with the deep greenthree teacher trainng classes will way cf North Waldoboro. On page
challenge; and unified and non- ’ runways and other airport faciliing to Rockland and may be seen woods and the hills surrounding be held at the Baptist Church Tues- 39 of “Horse and Buggy* Day’s”, Mr.
partisan implementation of nee-j ties in order to accommodate the
Matthews tells of a Concord coach
at Strand Theatre for 11 days be- Camden were filmed in deluxe day at 7 p. tm.
essary programs.
This is the new. larger, faster, and mo»*«j
being
used on the Augusta-Rock
ginning Wednesday, Jan. 15.
color.
Mrs. Harold Drewett and Mrs.
formula which, if followed, will comfortable aircrafts of the fuThe controversial play which The townsfolk welcomed the Virgil Hills are the suaper ccmmit- land line. Might be the coach my
justify continued Free World sup- ture are but a few of such prob
Too bad I
has earned general approval, was “Peyton Place" company and (fit tee for the Fellowsihip Supper at grandfather bought.
port of American leadership.
lems with which the Nation as a made in Camden last summer by of a population of some three thou- the Montgomery Room« Thursday. wasn't curious about antiques bewhole will have to cope.
Fishery Extension Service
CinemaSeope for Twentieth Cen- sand, no less than seventeen-hunThe PTA will meet Tuesday* eve- I fore I was 10.
Does the photographer rememlber
Safety features must also be tury Fox. Producer Jerry Wald dred signed
up
ar.d
played
ning
at the Grade School Budding
On Monday I introduced a bill
brought up to date. With Russia found Camden the ideal setting for “extras" in the picture.
Crescent Temple, Pythian Sisters, hew Mooers was spelled on the
in the Senate to create a fishery
aheady in the civil jet transport this emotionally charged drama.
As the period of the picture lies met January 10 Reports foi the coaoh?
extension service. comparable to
I wonder if there was a “write
field for over a year, the demands ' He characterized Camden as an between 1937-1941. cars of the cor year were read and plans made for
the agricultural extension service
up" in the Cornier about the Wash
of national defense and interna exquisite example of the typical rect vintage were required.
installation, date to be announced
which has been of such great as
ington Centennial August (?), 1911.
tional prestige, as well- as our [ unspoiled New England coastal
Since the high school in Camden
sistance to our farmers in the past
Josie E. Robbins,
1 own desire and need for progress, j town.
was built recently, the school in
15 years. This mea.«ure is the
South Hoipe.
require that we do what is nee-' The fashionable Tweed Shop, neighboring Belfast was used and Friendship
logical follow-up to the fisheryJanuary 13. 1958.
j essaiy to assure the success of in the middle of town, was ex the wonderful example of New
education bill which I sponsored
HEI-EN L. BAIRD
th commercial jet age.
actly what was needed for Con- England church architecture, next
and was enacted by’ the 84th Con
Correspondent
home which they* recently ipurThis week I introduced a bill to ' stance MacKenzie’s (Lana Tur- to the school, was used foi- a SunTel. TEmple 2-9954
gress.
i chased from Mr. and Mrs. Lester
extend the Federal Airport Act ner’s) store. A 100 year old white- day morning film service.
—
The commercial fisheries in refor four more years. As present painted New England house on
The Knox County Court House
Mrs. Robert S. Lash. J2. and A. Simmons.
'lent years have
been hard
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Orflf o-f
ly written the program of assist Chestnut Street became the Mac- in Rockland became the place of daughter Marilyn Mrs. William
pressed by severe economic prob
ance to states and local commnni- Kenzie residence. Camden's out- trial for the ill-fated Selena (Hope Gilchrest and son Justin. Mrs. Saugus. Mass.. were overnight
lems and the pressure of in
ti< s for airport development svili door amphitheatre was the perfect Lange), accused of murdering her Wooduow J. Verge Mis. A.ibert guests of his brother and saster-dncreasing quantities of foreign fish
expire on July* 1. 1959. In order setting for the graduation and the stepfather
Roberts. and Miss E’.izab'th G. law. Mr. and Mrs. Albert V. Orff,
coming into this country. Since
to facilitate the appropriation Easter morning service The of- A Gothic arch for many years
W:nehenpaw were dinneiguests of on Thursday night.
it is apparently difficult to curb
Laurice Young of Pleasant Point
process and to allow the users of flees of the Camden Herald be- has informed visitors that
they
RenKathleen I Weed in East
imports at the present time it
ar.d Ralph Doe and Harlan Wallace
airports as well as the operators came the headquarters of the Pey- were entering Camden
As Mi- Boothlbay on Thursday
would seem the only alternative is
The Knox chael Rossi i Lee Philips)
ap-The ambulance crew Betty
Rcb- are cutting wood for Albert Orfif.
.to offer
.t
.i
■
___
, to continue orderlv planning
it is ton Place Herald
the American
commercial
1
Mi and Mis. Arthur C. Barton
e-'-cntial
that
legislation
extending
Woolen
Mills,
simply
by
changing
proaches
the
town
in
the
beginning
erts
Betty
Anne
B.
U Phv"._s Gi:
fisheries various forms of assist
cf Arlington. Virginia arrived Satits
sign,
became
the
Harrington
of
the
picture
the
legend
reads:
chest,
and
Ella
Verg.
took
Mildied
the
program
be
enacted
this
ance to improve the technology ol
"You Are New Entering Peyton Marshall of Pleasant Point t< Knox urday to spend a few day* wtth her
Mills.
year
Hospital or. F1
Flor, iwe Neal. Mrs.
Town Welcome
Place.”
Main« Selectinl For New Farm
TO LET
John Giusani spent the weekend Bartcn wU1 lhe maid cf honor at
The town's elm-lined streets.
Camden. Maine, even in name,
Program
with his familv
her sister's wedding which takes
the lovely views of the tiny' harbor became “Peyton Place.”
HEATED. Unfurnished 4 Room
Maine is one ot lour states in
Mr. and Mrs. Dav d Faulk nghim PIace °n Wednesday
Apt. w.th bath to let in Thomaston.
Phone ROOKLAND 1148-J
6‘8 whicl> farmers, on a trial basis. Agricultural StabUzation and Con nie Hall. Janice Minzy. Mike ar.d and family of Pleasant Point are
UNFURN 1 Room Ground Floor
<“*• 3n opportunity to -1 servation
(ASC)
Committees Bob Doran. Patriok andh Jay Cook caretakers at the Fries home whib
Apt. with private bath to let. $8 (per for themselves the dollars-perMr. and Mrs. Lester G Delalw are
make a dollars-per-acre offer to and Christine and Austin Watts.
week. We phy water. TEL. 1058. acrf. rate they are willing to acthe farm owner. If the offer is
Word has been received of the in Florida.
6*8
___ ______________ ________________ cept for putting all their eligibb. accepted, the farmer can then put
E. A. Baii-d of Hope spent the
marriage at Washington. D. C., re
HOUSE to let. Six rooms with
. . ..
c .. ... . . „ „
1
r»AT
r nr>
a
i a oo-a
bath.
CALL
CRestwood
4-2810 afte.r cropland in the Soil Bank s Con- al’ or a part of his cropland into cently of Miss Karen Wentjworth weekend 'with Mr. and Mis Sher
5 p n,
4*5 servation Reserve.
the program.
Under the trial and Leigh Cross. Miss Wentworth man F. Baird
CALL
FIVE Room and Bath Apt. to let.
Under the regular Conserva- plan, the farm owner makes his was a resident of Tenants Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Benner and
CIVIL
DEPENSB
2 small children acceptable. Call tion Reserve program the County
own dollai s-per-acre offer or for a number of years and attended family have moved into their new
at 89A PARK STREET upstairs
“bid" to the County ACS Commit schools here
Her parents are
4-6
EGGS & CHICKS tees. He must be willing, how summer residents cf H.gh Island.
HEATED Room with board to let
Man preferred. Tel THOMASTON
ever, to put all his eligible land
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hupper and
CLEMENT (TUCKS — Rugged.
213
2-7
FOR SALE
. a
a ‘Maine-Bred" to live better. j>ro- into the reserve. Acceptance ot Miss Helen Hupper left recently
THREE Room Furnished Apart- duC(
tetter. Red Rocks (Black the “bids" will be made by the for a trip to Florida.
ment to let; also, one three and one
white Leghorns Reds, Department of Agriculture through
BOTH MODERNIZED AND IN EXCELLENT REPAIR.
M ss Jeanne Cock has returned i
five room unfurnished apartments, i G M
Ciossea for laying floekH.ASKELI. A CORTHELI.. Cauaiem
{or hrol|f,rJ hatch. the County ACS Committees or.
to he:- studies at the University of
MAY BE FHA FINANCED
_____ ___ __
_____ log
GoMM) ClXMl < bicker*'Is the basis of the lowest acceptable Maine, after three weeks vacation.
FOUR Room Ai«t with bath to foi br« lie ra. Maine—«U. S Approved offer.
Wednesday ever ng at 7.30 p. m..
let at 17 Main Street. Thomaston; Pullorum Clean. Prices reasonable
Under the trial plan, the maxi the Hour of Power Service will be
also. 3 rm. apt. with bath, partly
write CLEMENTS CHICKS INC..
h» ated. 608 Main Street. City. TEL. Route 33. Winterport. Maine.
<A> mum annual payment to any on*1 held at th«» Tenants Harbor Bap
farmer has been increased from tist Chu:ch. continuing the studies
1051 $R
WHITE’S POULTRY FARM
$5.0C0 to $10,000.
All contracts in the Book of Remans. Choir re
FOUR Rm. Apt. with bath to let,
AND HAIX IIER5
heated, hot water; also. 2 furn.
can be for as many as 10 years, hearsal will be held at 8 p. m
II. Parkman White, Prop.
rcom.s and flush. 34 FULTON
Maine-US Approved Pullorum and but no less than for five years.
following the meeting.
STREET. Tel. 1379-R._________ M Typhoid Clean White’s ParmenterThis is another attempt by the
FURNISHED Upstair Apt to I* t Harco-Sex-Linked Cross. Customers
At least the people who aren’t
Three rms. and bath. cont. hot report: 900 Pioduction. Excellent Secretary of Agriculture to help
water. Tel. 1074-M or call 33 PUR Liveability, Good Results. White’s find an answer to America’s dif thankful for what they receive
CHASE STREET
5-7 Merryknoll 400 Sex-Linked Cross ficult farm problems.
Let us should be thankful for what they
FURN A,k to let “Attractive. I T> '‘Pnf s^d and Progency,TtoU4 hope that it will contribute to
escape.
>
r.asonable. will Hccommcdate one|EJ°U
off". He"„Z?'
that end.
or two adults. Central TEL. 1620.
LEGAL NOTICE
3-tf vised Deliveries. Route 1. Skow144-tf
j began. Maine
ANNUAL MEETING OF
THREE Rm. Unfum. Apt. to let.
THE FIRST NATIONAL
2nd floor, oil hi-at. Adult-s only.
Tenants Harbor
BANK OF ROC KLAND
Available Jan. 15.
45 TALBOT
SERVICES
Notice is hereby given that the
MRS HENRY ALLEN
AVENUE
2'4-tf
annual meeting of the stockholders
Correspondent
INC OME TAX ASSLSTANCE
THREE Rm Furn Apt. w th .1
of the First National Bank of
Telephone 59
A E AMRS
bath and shower to let. Cont. HAC
Rockland will be held at its bank
foi*meri>’
water, near shopping district. TEI.
ing rooms on Tuesday. January 14.
1838
157-tf Deputy Collector Internal R-venue
Five rooms, including two bedrooms. Lovely new kitchen,
Laurel Watts, daughter of Mr. 1958. at 10 o’clock a. m. to fix the
Tel. Union STate 5-2664
entertained number of, and elect a Board of
~FOUR Room Furn. Apt to let.
6* 11 and Mrs. ,Floyd Watts,
new garage and large back lot.
w_________________ Directors for the ensuing
and
On BEECH STREET, Tel. 1328
* vear
7
BILL’S Sharpening Se r v i c e a group of young friends at a party to transact such other business
as
____________________________ 1-tf
skates ard scissors, knives and celobiating her fourth birthday. may properly come before the , ,
MODERN Studio A/pL to let. .sa ws. BILL BLACK 427 Old Coun
Saturday afternoon. Guests attend- meeting.
Heated, kitchenette, elec, stove and ts’ Road.
Per Order.
_6*8
_ .ng were Sandia. Glenn and Ronrefrig . tub and shower, all utiliHERMAN M HART.
Rug and Upholstery Cleaning
tiea on separate thermostat. TEL.
Cashier.
or 1755
132-tf C H RIPLEY Tel. 311-W3K. Citv
Rockland. Maine
4-6
UNFURNLSHED 3 Room Apt.
December 10, 1957.
OUR NEW OFFICE
PAINTING < ONTRACTOR
w:!h i.ath |u ,,t. Hot and cold wa
148-T-6
Inside or Outside
OX PAYNE AVENUE
ter furnish, d. Adults. TEL. 1624-R
Work Guaranteed
.
4-tf
I . 8. ROUTE NO. 1
Chimneys Cleaned
BEST FUEL DEAL
AT 81 UNION STREET Unfurn .
ALBERT BROWN
1s
New
Open Te Receive £
3 Room Apt. to let. stove and i
7 Cottage Street
IN TOWN!
refrig., heated TEL. 893 day«. 233
Phene Orders For
„
Tel. 451-R
evening*.
148-tf
2-U
Cities Service Heating Oils B
UNFURN. Apt. to let. 5 rooms,
WILL GO AN 1 WHERE'
hath, furnace. Inquire 12 KNOX
8.M A. M. to 6.06 P. M.
®
For Inside or outside painting.
STREET. Tel 1382-M
M(
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
PRONE ROTKLAND 336
B
UNFURN 4 rooms and bath to BRIDGES. JR. The beat of work fl
^ROUNO A. GENTHNER, INC.
let. hot and cold water furn. and fully guaranteed
Tel. Rockland
garage. TEL 436-W
142tf 1624-R
39-tf
~ FIVE-Rm7"AtJt to let. 241 Main
FREE INSPECTION
St.
Inquire at LAUNDERE. 235
SEPTIC Tank and
Cesspool
Main. Tel. 1610
142tf

JOIN'
SKYWATCH

H)K SALE
Beautifully
Decorated
Seven
House with fthree bed
and new modern bath
room in colored tile. New forced
hot air heating plant. Laundry in
eellnr. 2 ear garage connected with
ileus,. 5 minutes walk to center of
Camden. Near schools and on buline
FRANK CARROLL 18 Turn
Street. Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-3201
Shown by appointment only
5-W
SEVEN Rm Cap. Cod Hon.- for
sale, with excellent view of harbo:
AU hard wood floors, heaterlator
cleaned and repaired, reasonable.
fireplace, aluminum comb, door*
and windows and new gaiage. TEL ~SMALL-Rent of 4 rooms at AT Free estimate. 24 hour service.
Gleason Street. Thomaston, water Tel. ROCKLAND 8900.
122-tf
1246.
4*6

2 Bay Texaco StaMee
ON BOUTF 1 (CAMVBN ST.)
BOCBLAND

REPORTS

"PEYTON PLACE" IS TO BE AT

-I

5-7

tlons
mnde
for
all
lines. Room
GIFFORD'S. Bocklnnd. Me. 96-tf rooms

BSPOOIS AND SIPTK TANKS

PAYNE

the industry so that it can com
pete with the fishermen of other
countries on a more equitable
basis. The bill which I have in
troduced is intended to do just
this by providing a means of mak
ing information on new methods
available to the commercial fish
eries in a usable form.
It is
hoped that the Senate Commerce
Committee will hold early hear
ings on this bill.

Page Seven

and flush, all newly renovated, can
LTflLc « Momn
be heated with one atove'. large
Building Contractors
garden spot, can be seen by calling
TeL 178-U
on premises, rent payable in ad
vance, and references required. 30 High Street. Thomaston. Maine
Apply to HAROLD B. KALER. Kitchen-Bathroom Tile A Linoleum
Foundations - Chlmneya
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-83.
Ramodeltng * Houee-Bulldera
IlSdf
CLEAN Furntohed Apta. to let,
Ut-tf
free lights aad water, 8 to 6
I raoma. heated aad unheated. $T
took.

V.

AoktorRnl'

3
3

GI LF SOUR RUT
...tlw world’s
finest

V.E3N
R O N e:

[?3QH!3t30
dQBnB 3HD

■■ pirj^mn m ^rgwirarn aa

All Details from F. H. WOOD
count HOUSE - tOCKUNO

j hooting ol

PI-EA8E NOTE: In r,‘.pnn*c In nut nt 8|atr ndscrtiaiug wr urn
In receipt nf many requet. tnr retirement huonea. aumuoer
cuttagc, .hnrefrnnt acreage. I.landa and farms. WuScf

Maritime Oil Co.

front proprrtir, are in strong demand aad we skaR fen
pleased to learn of any you may wish to selL

pUf

HU

Six rooms with 3 bedrooms. Lovely cabinet kitchen.

886 PASS ST.

TBU U»

<-T
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ENGAGEMENT OF MISS MARGARET

ANN DUNNE IS ANNOUNCED

Hearing Society
Holds Unusual

SHEAR-SHAFTER WEDDING HELD

Rockland Post To

IN ROXBURY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Entertain County

Legionnaires

Session

All American Legion Posts of
Knox County will meet at the
Rockland home of Winslow-Hoifcrook-Merritt Post on Maverick
street Thursday. A social hour
will precede a banquet which
starts at 7 o'clock The Rockland
post will be host for the evening,
ncluding the free banquet.
This will be the first county af
fair in Rockland since March of
last year, and in all probability
the only meeting here this year.
The affair is for all Legionnaires
of Knox County and their wives,
and for Auxiliary members and
husbands.
Following the meeting will be
ntertainment of special interest.
Festivities will be over at an
:arly hour for the benefit of the
many out of town members and
guests expected.

One new member was reported

at the meeting of the Rockland
Hearing Society which met with
The Em
m Club will hold a
s< a. meeting Thursday at 8 o. m.
with Mrs Adah Roberts, program
chair mar.. All member s who have
Embcla tickets or money are re
quested to turn them in to Mrs.
Constance MacPhail before Thurs
day as they will be awarded at
All those holding
Rockland Junior W men will ob this meeting.
serve Craft N ght ’ ?r. g.it at 8 p. m tickets are invited to attend also
Refreshments will be
at the Farn.-wc : Bu/ding. Hos the Elks.
tesses for the evening are Mrs. served1 by Mr^. Doris Moores.
Margueii' K: \ *
M - Phyllis
Resolutions were read for Mrs
Kaler. M:-' M y E. m ar.d Mis
Izzelle Wed Friday night at the
Made 1; n D: : \
meeting of the Golden Rod Chapter
Auxiliary will OES at the Masonic Hall. A short
The F : em
. ght at 7 30 at m mcrial service was held for four
meet Wt dr. - 1
for a i iguiai dt eased members lost during the
the Fire Stat
" - i past year who were Mrs. Charlotte
first aid and re-us itator.
Per ry Mrs. Beulah Larrabee, Mrs.
Annie Mor ton and Mr s. Weed. Dur
The \\ .ni' - Educational Club ing the business meeting invitations
........
will meet F. day at the Farnsworth wer e received from Rose cf Sharcn
Museum from 2.30 t 5 p. m. for Chapter in Augusta to attend Past
an afternoon meeting A paper on Grand Night hi norir.g D. Saunders
Alaska w.l. □' _::ven and colored Patter-on, Past Grand Patron, on
slides shown by M: - Margaret January 30 at 7.30. also an invita
Gregory.
tion to attend Grand Fam. v Night
and reception for Mis. Ruby Rol
The League of Women Voters of
lins. Grand Chaplain at Qu en
Rockland u .1 • n; .
Monday and
Esther Chapter in Hall v .1 on F te
Tuesday night g up- for a joint
rnary 8 A supper w.ll precede the
meeting ton., it nt >* o' ock at the
neeptien at 6.30 for which reserva
home of Mr- Janet Casser.s. 74
tions must be made on or before
Park Street. Mi s Madeline PhilFebruary 1.
The announcement
brick will be i source chairman
Photo by Littlefield Studio
was made that a party would fol
Miss Margaret Ann Dunne
for the dis
i top
i. • •
low the regular meeting of January
and Security'
Rev. and Mrs Harold Wall University of Maine. She is a
24 with members requested to bring
Dunne of Port Clyde, formerly of member of Chi Omega Sorority.
white
elephants
for
awards
Re

Mr. and Mi- R g : Rafford have
Mi. Snow graduated from Bowreturned from a trip to M.li.nocket freshments and a .social hour Metuchen, N. J., announce the
doin College in 1957. He is a
brought
the
evening
to
a
close.
engagement
of
their
daughter.
where they w : e called by the death
member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
of Mrs. Rafford’s grandmother.'
Miss Margaret Ann Dunne to John He is presently employed by
The WCTU met Friday afternoon
Mrs. Ann: Hodigk ns
I. Snow. son of Mrs. Hugh B. Southern New England Bell Tele
in the annex room of the F.r <t Bap
Snow and the late Mr. Snow of phone Company.
tist
Church.
At
the
business
ses

The Rockland Teachers’ Associa
Braintree, Mass., and Rockland.
No date has been set for the
tion will hold a covered dish supper sion. Mrs Reta Colburn, the treas
Miss Dunne is a senior at the wedding.
in the High School gym Thursday urer. reported that the bequest of
night at 6.30. All members of the one hundr ed dollars from the estate
The Fidelis Class of the LittlePTA are invited as well as the of Miss Ada Young had been re
fit
id Mt morial Baptist Church will Gen. Knox
ceived.
The
secretary
was
in

school board members and their
meet
Wednesday night in the
structed^ send a note of appr ecia
wives.
Chapter Enjoyed
tion f^om the union to the executor. Fidelis Class room at 7.39. Mem
The Poil O' Rockland Junior Dr. Bill Piper was guest speaker bers are to take articles for the Fred Perkins
Drum and Bugle Corps held a Par and addressed the meeting on the auction.
General Knox Chapter, Daugh
ents' Night Thu: .-.lay at the Drum th»-me, “Wet and Dry", the situa
Mrs. Vesta Stewart -S visiting at ters of the American Revolution,
Corps hall. This group, known as tion in the country today as he
the Coastmen's Club, voted to hold saw it. He remar ked that the gr eat-' the home of her son and daughter- met at the home of Mrs. Charlotte
meetings cn the fourth Wednesday est foe of the 20th century was the in-law Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stew Gray Monday, January 6. with 24
members and one guest present.
of each month the firrt of these forces that brought about the re ard in Owls Head.
A delightful surprise was the
Wednesday night sc - -ions to be held peal of the 18th amendiment, their
The Association of L’niversalist
presence of Mrs. Julia Vinal
at the Farns’wc ; th Museum on Jan false propaganda that deceived the
Women wil. meet at 2 o’clock Wed
Watts of Warren, who had joined
uary 29 w.th Mrs Co a Welch and peepie into believing their lives,
nesday in the church vestry*. There
the Chapter just 50 years ago to
Mrs. Janet Casisens in charge of not one of their premises were ever
will be an ingathering service for
a day. She will be presented with
rofreshm, nts. A fc i barrel during realized, instead it has brought in
th- Clara Barton Diabetic Camp for
a 50-year membership pin in the
the month of February ar.d a food an era of greater intemperance for
G. is ar.d the Eliott Joslin Diabetic
near future.
sale during the month of March today the United States consumes
Camp for Boys. Members are
•Only routine business was trans
were planned for future projects.
a larger per capita amount of al asked to take red stockings and
acted. There was five minutes of
coholic beverages than any other baseballs.
Tea
will
follow
the
Big reductions on cloth coa‘s peepie. An open door to the liquor
National Defense. The president
and dresses. See them at Lucien traffic has brought to this nation meeting.
General’s message was read by
K. Green ar.d Son, 16 School great losses in financial resources,
The B averettes will entertain at Mrs. Geraldine Marks.
Street, City.
6-8 in health, human life and moral in
Mis. Lillian Doinan. chairman
the regular meeting of Pleasant
tegrity.
Science has established Valiev Grange tcnight at the GAR of the program committee, intro
Save up to $1.05 on every box—
duced Fred Perkins of Warien.
that alcohol is a habit forming, nar Hall.
Har.es Seamless Stock.ngs Annual
who spoke on “Mr. Smith of
cotic poison and a depressant. The
Sale, Monday, January 13. through
Universal 1st Fir side Fellowship Jamestcwm”, without whom the
pe-rveyors cf it would have people
Saturday. January 18
Bettefan
believe it is a relaxer ar.d e.ater w.li hold a meeting Thursday night settlement of the New World
Shop.
6&7
of the spirit. Dr. Piper noted that at the home of Mrs. Dorothy Col would have been considerably de• iayed. His talk was informative
Telephone 76 tor an social items in areas where dry laws were being lins, Samoset Road.
and much enjoyed by all present.
observed
a
great
improvement
in
guests, parties, etc., for The
Following the meeting a social
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret all phases had been made. Dr. County's Red Cross
, hour was enjoyed with delicious
Winchenbaugh. 161 Limerock St., P.per commended the WCTU for
refreshments being served by the
social reporter.
tf their practical righteous and that Quota $11,490
hostesses.
they continue to ccmbat this evil
Kr.ox County’s quota for this
wherever possible. The movie
film, “Far From Alone”, was year’s Red Cross drive will be
Camden Junior
shown with Rev. Mr. Bohanan $11,490, it was announced Thurs
running the .projector. This film day afternoon at a meeting of the Women Told of
was produced in Hollywood for the board of directors of the Knox
Methodist Board of Temperance County Chapter of the organisa C-D Importance
and had a very’ fine moral lessen tion. This represents a smaller
Dr. Edward Morse of Camden
for today’s youth. The story is of a figure than the 1957 quota.
NOW
young man. a football hero, who
Elizabeth B. Leavens of Thom discussed the importance of Civil
would not compromise his princi aston. the county’s junior Red Defense to the members of the
GOING ON
pals for commercial interest. The Cross chairman submitted a re Camden Junior Women Club
leaflets on “The Bible and the Use port on the various projects that Thursday night at the home of
of the Word Wine” were offered to many of the schools in the area Mrs. Christine MacMullen.
During the business session, the
all those present. They are espe have completed or are now doing
cially useful for Sunday School
It was expected that at the members decided to hold a rum
teachers. The next meeting will February meeting of the board. mage sale, the date and place of
be on January* 24 at the home of John Edgerton of Thomaston, the which will be announced at a later
Mrs. Louise Ingraham. The sub county’s fund raising chairman meeting.
Dr. Morse emphasized to the
ject to be. “Legislation”.
will submit a detailed plan on
streamlining the solicitation dur ladies how important it was to
ing the campaign on the local have a thorough knowledge of
ROCKLAND HOTEL
Civil Defense in case of emergen
level.
cies.
COFFEE POT
The next meeting of the group
Maine poultry is a good buy. An.
hour’s “take-home” pay, on the will be held Feb. 6 at the home
EVERY TUESDAY
average, would buy almost three of Mrs. Virginia Dalrymple. On
LUM HEON
times as much chicken in 1956 as Feb. 13, the members and their
Baked Chicken Pie, Family
husbands will receive their polio
in 1925.
Style
fi .00
shots at the home of Mrs. Wilma
Have your old fur coat re Lowe.
EVERY
Tl
’
ESDAY
NIGHT
BROKEN SIZES IN
The refreshments were served
modelled into a modern cape. Pe
Roa*t Stuffed Tender
LADIES' WALK-OVER,
ready for Spring.
Lucien K by Miss Evelyn Thompson, Mrs.
Young Duckling
52.90
Green and Son, 15 School Street, Marion Littlefield and Mrs. Irene
AIR-STEPS, ENNA JETTICKS,
Full Course Dinner
City.
6-8 W. Parks.
FOOT FLAIR SHOES

Hr

I
'
119 Cedar Street have been mar
ried 64 years toda\ Tuesday. Mr.
Horton is cor.!:: d to his room
and Mrs. Hort
at 93 is caring
for her husband and doing the
housework.

CLEARANCE

SALE

Values te $15.00

At the Low Price
$5.95

For 10 Days

The BOTTOM Has Dropped Out
Of PRICES

Mrs. Nancy Brown Thursday. Re
ports were given by Miss Maude
Marsh, recording secretary and
Mrs. Blanche Witham, treasurer.
Acknowledgements
from
the
'Kmerican Hearing Society, Mrs.
Rice and Miss Steele were read
and also greetings from Miss E’len
L. Grosvenor of Brattleboro, Vt.
Mrs. Julia Marley of Gardiner,
Miss Dora I. Gay of Waldoboro
and Miss Eda J. Lawry of Friend
ship. A round robin card was
sent to Miss Lawry who has beer,
ill.
Attention was called to the news
paper article honoring Miss Gay
and publicizing the affiliation of
the Sarah Fuller Foundation in
Medford, Mass., with which Miss
Gay was associated for many
years, with the Boston Children’s
Hospital Medical Center.
This
merger assures the continuance
of the work commenced by the
Sarah Fuller Home many years
ago. Miss Gay won wide recogni
tion for her pioneer work of train
ing deafened children in their
homes thereby taking advantage
of the early years to lay a foundat‘on for speech. Miss Gay is a
life member of the American
Hearing Society and a member of
the local chapter.
Of interest to Rockland mem
bers was the selection of Miss
Mary Wadsworth, a senior at
Nasson College, as one of the rep
resentatives &f her college in
Who’s Who in American Univer
sities and Colleges. Miss Wads
worth has been hard of hearing
since six years of age. She was
taught lip reading and its by- pro
ducts by Miss Eliza Hannegan
of Portland and much of the suc
cess of her former pupil is at
tributed to Miss Hannegan’s guid
ance.
The lesson was given by Mrs.
Witham and Mrs. Brown gave
practice
based on Christmas
cards received from out of town
members.
The most distant
greeting came from a charter
member, Mrs. Jennie R. Hill of
Oakview. Calif.
A touch of spring was added to
the meeting by a gay bouquet of
daffodils, a gift to the hostess.
Mrs. Alice Lufkin assisted Mis.
Brown in serving refreshments at
the social hour following the meet
ing. The next meeting will be
held with Mrs. Witham Feb. 6.

AT THE EDWARD GONIA STORE

Real Values

IN ROCKLAND

See These Bargains!
Entire Stack of 1957 WALLPAPERS To Ba dosed Oot

McLAIN

I
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FAVORITE POEMS
“Favorite Poems Old and New”
by Helen Ferris is one of the stout
ly delightful books of this entire
season. Really, it is an elaborate
collection garnered from great
poets of the past and of the .pres
ent. all collected by the editor-inchief of the Junior Literary Guild.
Maine readers will find enticing
poetry’ enjoyment included in the
selection of Maine authors: Elizabath Ccatsworth. Robert P. Tris
tram Coffin, Henry W. Longfellow.
Edr.a St. Vincent Millay, Edwin
Arlington Robinson, and Thomas
Bailey Aldrich. It means that the
whole family can dip up the jewels
” . . . roundabout the country,
roundabout town on the way to any
where.” Fiom this world of brows
ing can come your own electirc
thoughths: you will have missed
the mist.
The 18 sections of “Favorite
Poems" (Doubleday and Company,
Inc., Garden City, N. Y., $4.75> are
crisply, emphatically introduced by
Leonard Weisgard, using black and
white illustrations.
His illustra
tions for “The Little Island” won
the Caldecott Medal in 1947, and
his (pictures for his own and other
authois’ books have been universal
ly praised.
—Leah R. Fuller.

REDUCED PRICES

(At tfce Walk-Over Sign)
MB MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

"•UR

a-T

Listed Below Are a Few of
the Outstanding Specials That

Can Now Be Found In Our

Annual

January

Men's Pants

Clearance-

Men's Suits
Reg.

75.00 ............... $54.
65.oo.......................... 44.;;
55.00 ............... 39.ss
SPECIAL LOT

Val. to

45.00 ............... $19.S#

Topcoats

All Wool Gabardines

Beg.

Reg.

75.00............... $49.;;
49.50 ................ 39.9S

All Wools

SPECIAL LOT

14.95 ................. $10.®«

45.00 ............... $19.9S

C l - - H__
sraaai aiHv$

Val. to

NOW

Reg.

NOW

NOW

Reg.

Sport Coats

7.95 ... .................. $5.«e
Heavy Weal Melton Pants
> Reg.
NOW

45.00 . .............. $29.»*

-3.45.................... $9.ee

24.M

Men's Jackets

SPECIAL LOT

NOW

Val. to

NOW

Reg. to

Val. to

35.00 .
29.95

NOW

16.95 ................. $12.M

Val. to

29.95 ................ $19.w

SPECIAL LOT
NOW

15.95 ............... $ 7.ee
27.95 ............... tx.ee

Men's Shoes

TOGGLE COATS

915.M up
SUBURBAN COATS

GAS RANGES

919.M

NOW

up

MANY TREMENDOUS VALUES
IN MM'S SPORT SHIRTS
MANY FINE VALUES IN
BOTH DEEM AND
SPOBT STYLES
(Bratoa Sil.*)

NEW AND USED

$5.*

FOB SALE.
Oto
ai
>q ltfill
it in Brnmeta*
nepair iniu unvenii
M LKSSONS GIVEN
With Each
Mew Instrument Parrhawd

PAIXERIA'S MUSIC MART

ANNUAL CLOTHING
CCeaiuuue

*

It may be true that ignorance
is bliss, but there is lots of b’i/s
that isn’t ignorance.

87 WASHINGTON STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
«-tf

Mrs. E5fie Salisbury was instili
ng officer Thursday evening ait the
installation of the Fred A. Nor
wood Women’s Relief Corps in
Rockport. They were: President,
Mrs. Vinie Johnson; vice president,
Mrs. Lillian Simonton: junior vice
president, Mrs. Georgia Walker;
; treasurer. Mrs. Emma Torrey,
Irving
II.
Shear
Mr. and Mrf»'
i Secretary, Mis. Stella Simonton;
The Apcrion Plaza in Roxbury. She wore a winter pink brocaded patriotic instructor, Mrs.
Ann
Mass., was the setting Sunday sheath dress with matching acces Young; conductor, Mrs. Dorothy
sories, and cascade bouquet of Upham; Assistant conductor, Mrs.
afternoon for the 1 o’clock candle
camellias.
j Margaret Ja'meson; guard, Mrs.
light ceremony at which time
The bride's mother chose for her Alice Simonton; assistant guard,
Gloria Shafter, daughter of Mr. and daughter's wedding a dusty rose Mrs. Elisabeth Bohndeli.
Mrs. Samuel Shafter of 19 Rockland satin and lace dress with matching
Correspondent, Mrs. Ellen BohnStreet, became the bride of Irving accessories, and corsage of white dell; first color bearer, Mrs. Evelyn
H. Shear, son of Mr. and Mr’. orchids. The bridegroom s mother Heath; seaond color bearer, Mrs.
wore a navy blue dress with match Bertha Cox; third color bearer,
Abraham H. Shear of 17 Gaston
ing accessories and corsage of Mrs. Elizabeth Bbyne; fourth color
Street, Roxbury. Mass. Rabbi Ben* white orchids.
Ibeaicr. Miss Marion Weidmnan;
jamin Mostofsky of Dorchester.
The best man wias hil'.ezer Silver- musician, Mis. Gertrude Talen! bloom.
Mass., officiated at the double ring man of Dorchester. Mass.
Senior Vice President Alicte
The bride's traveling ensemble
service, and a reception followed.
Effie
was a grey wool suit with blue ac Simonton installed Mrs.
Traditional wedding music
Salisbury as chaplain.
p aved by the Nat Green Orchestra cessories.
Mrs. Simonton also presented to
They will reside at 99 Camden
of Marblehead Mass.
Mrs. Jean Gushee her past presi
The bride, given in marriage by Street, Rockland.
The bride is a graduate of Rock dent's badge. President Vinie
her father, chose for her wedding
Johnson presented Mrs. Effie Salis
a ballerina length gown of Chan land High School and Rockland
tilly lace ovei nylon tulle, fashioned School of Commerce, and attended bury a gift and the Corps gave
Mrs. Gu»hce a gift. Fioweia were
with a fitted bodice, high neckline, Becker Junior College in Worcester.
She was previously em given to the new president, Mrs.
houtfant skirt, and long sleeves ter Mass.
Johnson, by the members.
minating in a point at the wrist. A ployed at the Algin Corporation of
Refreshments were served with
crown of seed pearls and sequins America in Rockland.
The bridegroom graduated frem Mrs. Alice Simonton and Mrs. Lil
held in place her finger-tip veil of
lian Simonton in charge.
illusion and she carried a bridal Roxbury Memorial High School,
bouquet of white orchids and Ri.xbury, Mass.. Boston University
and the School of Public Relations tional professional journalism fracamellias.
He is employed at The
Miss Annette E. Shafter, 6ister and Communications. He is a i ternity.
of the bride was maid of honer. member of Sigma Delta Chi. na- i Courier-Gazette.
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Boys' Jackets
Reg.

NOW

12.95 ...........................

$M«

SPECIAL LOT

up
Val. to

NOW

16.95 ...........................

$9a*

'OFF/N'S-

4^Hei

Arrived for the SALE. Buy Early While Thera b a Good
Selection. Complete Line of PAINTS To Rt ivory Puna.

SHOE STORE

Installs Officers

Book Review

MIISKAL INSTRUMENTS

If You Are Looking For

Rockport Corps

A. C Mctoon & Co.
(If MAIM OT.

TEL. Mie

Values Galore
hi Ovr NMhni

Boyf-Shopl

